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(K. H.) There are a couple of things lid like to pass on to you 
prior to the time that we get into the actual o~n forum. Ray King 
came up to me a few minutes ago and handed Ire a note showing the 
election results based on the nevi directors that we changed this 
rorning, and you had heard Ray say that he declined to run for:. 
President of C.A.S. I. beginning :iJmediately. Therefore, he has 
effectively resigned. Vann York will be the nevi President of 
C.A.S.I., Mike Gallagher will be Vice President, Pat Irvine is 
Secretary/Treasurer. Richard Knight has resigned as Tallymaster. 
1986 Tallymaster will be a newly elected director, Rex Jones. I 
think these are major points of interest, both for chili cooks and 
for what we have represented as opposing groups. I hope this will 
prove to everyone that the people that are out here, from both 
sides, that welre absolutely delighted to have, to have the 
oPIX'rtunity to hear \-Ihat they've got to say to us, and I think 
that this also proves that both groups are deadly serious about 
the fact that they would like to have this brought down into a 
single group, whatever foaat that might take. I I d like to 
welcorre all of you here today. I appreciate you being here. It 
shows an interest on your part. All of this discussion will be 
geared to the Great Peppers. Spectators are strongly discouraged 
from getting involved in this conversation. There are two 
gentlemen that I have specifically asked to be the chili security 
for today. The gentle.-:an in the bacl~ on the right, in the red 
shirt, Duke Walton; . the gentleman in back with the yell"", shirt, 
white hat, Waldo Strein. t'laldo and Duke have both volunteered to 
be security. vle are asking you to keep your corrments to yourself. 
If you I ve got anything you I d liJ<e to address to the directors that 
are here, please do so through your Great Pepper. The first time 
that you become a nuisance in the crowd, you III be asked to quiet 
d~. The second time you III be asked to quiet dCMTl and told one 
more time, you'll be asked to leave. The third time you will be 
asked to leave. If you choose not to, we'll help you out the 
door. That's aWfully tough, thatls awfully hard-nosed. lim sorry 
it has to be that way, but the invitations were sent to the 
directors and to the Great Peppers and we would like to make sure 
that it stays that way. Some question has being going on about 
who our r.oderator will be. I I d like to now tell you that our 
IOOderator today is Joe Holstead. Joe is ne\'1S director for h1BAP. 
He's been at y~ for six years as news director. The prior six 
years he spent at WFlv\ as nerHs director. Sorre of his chili 
background includes the fact that he was the first ever human 
Great Pepper of Frank's Dallas pod, human because they didn I t do 
that at the Dallas pod, and SOIile \'1eren I t sure that he was. Joe 
was an original spectator, as a media representative, of the 
original 1967 Terlingua cook-off. Joe also claims to be a 
personal friend, I'm not sure that anyone could be a personal 
friend, of Wick, B. Allen and Frank. I camot imagine anybody 
that's got less at stake. He is basically about out of the chili 
world because of all the stuff that's happened. I cannot imagine 
a IOOre neutral or impartial person to have as a mediator. There 
is one other thing that lid like to cover that car.e up only this 



morning, and for that I'd like to turn this IX'diLnTl over to Gerald 
Terry. 

(G. T.) I went to lunch with three or four of the guys and 
fortunately I just had three beers, or I wouldn't be able to 
function here today. I've been asked by Bob Belfantz to read a 
letter, a note that he has written, and this is strictly from Bob. 
I am simply a spokesman, but you'll understand the intent after I 
read it, and to show you that Bob is sincere, I've got $1,000.00 
here that he has put on the line. "To the assembled Great PePr:ers 
and representatives of both sides in the Terlingua Cook-off, rcrj 

name is Bob Belfantz. I try to keep a 1~1 profile, so many of you 
folks don't know me. I regret that I can't be here today, but to 
all concerned p3.rties, whether you kn~1 me or not, let me say 
this: For nearly three years nOV1, you tvlO groups have been at 
odds with each other. Many times, adherents to each side have 
attempted to explain to me the ills of the other side. I've only 
listened enough to know that none of the so-called "dirty laundry" 
has anything remotely to do with the actual cooking of chili. 

i	 Personally, I don't care who did vlhat to whom or why. This has 
gone on quite long enough. All of us involved are over 21. He 
should be able to converse, act, and compromise like adults, 
hopefully, to positively ~ress our parents and our children 
alike. It would make me very happy to see all get together andI

I	 work out a unified Terlingua in 1986. And, furthermore, thereof, 
I ask you, the ~lers that be on e~ch side collectively, this 

! 
l~ pledge and challenge: Work it out, get it together, arrange and 

announce a unified cook-off for 1986, not later than the' close of 
your business this weekend, such that it can be immediately 
reported to the Goat Gap Gazette, and I will donate $1,000.00 in

I cash, displayed here, to Leukemia Society of America, Inc., non
! profit charity. I don't care hC1t'l you do it. My spokesman,
I Gerald, will donate the money if you all work out a compromise. 

If you cannot, he will return the money to Ire. The best of luckI 
and Godspeed to you and your deliberations. l-\:ly you all leaveI 
here today a little bit closer friends than you are now. I 
represent no group in making this pledge and I invite no debate or 
discussion on it. You're either going to do it or you're not." 

I (J. H.) I have a few opening remarks, basically it boils dovm to 
this. Back during the ChisolIii Trail Round-Up in Fort Worth, I was 

I
approached by several different people asking, nlf there should be 
an effort and a gathering for the purr-ose of trying to completely 
re-unify the chili world, \olould I be interested in being the 
JOOderator?n I said, 'tyes, of course I would." I was :told at that 
time, '~vell, your narre has been used several places and you may as 
well know there's a lot of people that don't want you to do it.· 

! and that's .fine. Let me tell you what I perceive my role to be.I lf about half of all of you in this room think I am a direct 
1
I disciple of satan, and the other half think the Lord, God Almighty
I ,~ sent me, I will have done my job. I intend to nudge and nurse and 
'i~ in;Iuire and ask all for the one single :FUrpose of delivering to 

all of you the best infornation possible of the issues before the 
chili world. All of you here, and by way of discussions I've hadI with people over the past several years, I have but one 

I 
I 
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conclusion: That all parties and all interest and all principles 
and all sides should have one goal, one objective, one Terlingua. 
You'll notice on the table of couple of microphones, Bill Brown 
has covered his with a napkin. The reason for the microphone is 
rore and simply this: He want a record. We want the infomation 
to be as true and correct as is hUITlqnly possible for this.meeting 
today. We do not \-lant to hear any rore of the "he said, she said, 
he was there when she walked by and he was told by a guy who was 
there with a friend of his." We \olant that cut to an absolute 
minimum, so that there is a record of what everybody said, and a 
record of exactly what everybody said. Now for the rorposes of 
going forward this afternoon, the parties you will be hearing, for 
purposes of identification, will be kn~~ as the Tolbert group and 
the C.A.S.I. group. And at this time, to let you know how deadly 
serious we are about what we are going to be going through during 
this afternoon, I would like to hear an expresion frn~ the tables 
of both sides. Are both of you groups present here today prepared 
to enter into good faith negotiations for the sake of obtaining 
one Terlingua? 

(IDL.BERr GroUP) Yes. 

(C.A.S.I.) SUre. 

(J.H.) I hear from the Tolbert group a yea, from C.A.SI., a yea 
from the C.A.S.I. and a positive from Richard on the end. I'm 
going to impose very few rules. It's kind of a modification of 
Robert's Rules of Order. It's called Joe's rules. now, I want to· 
reiterate one thing before we get started here, and that is. 
something that Ken touched on. The infomation is here for the 
Great Peppers. All of you who are present in the room, thank you 
for coming. We appreciate your interest. We need your reaction, 
we need your thoughts relative to this process. We will not have 
any outbursts. They just can't be tolerated. One of the things I 
will iIllfOse is that these talks and discussions in forum \olill go 
forward on a business-like basis with attention to the issues, 
with no extraneous matter, be it outbursts or digressing from the 
subject at hand. For our purposes of going into the talks 
themselves this afternoon, the Tolbert group is represented by 
Larry Boyd, Bill Brown, Dick Wright and Ray Shockley. The 
C.A.S. I. group, Ray King, Larry Burriss, Vann York and Richard 
Knight. I 'tlould, at this time, tell you \-/e are going to extend to 
each person from each group, a five minute period for the purpose 
of detailing to all of us, and to all of you, what they perceive 
to be the key issues that separate these organizations, issues to 
be resolved to become one organization and one Terlingua. UCX-l to 
do that, I hav~ one other short announcement. Bob, could you come 
up here and .do SOIrething for me? Take that two bits. You want 
another one, Bob? I 
I will ask Ray, Ray 
group. Flip it Bob. 

want you to flip that when I tell you to, rot 
call sides.' Heads? Tails for the C.A.S.I. 

(R.B.) Tails 
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(J.H.) Tails it is. By virtue of that, the C.A.S.l. group is 
going to start. The C.A.S.l. group is going to begin. Five 
minutes per speaker, just take the issues. I also want to tell 
you that we ask again, to give you an idea of how very serious we 
are about concluding sucessfully, the effort to have one 
Terlingua, we've asked the directors of C.A.S.l. and the Tolbert 
representatives to put in their minds right nCM, five major 
issues. Not the B. S. issues everybody, that everybody who goes to 
a cook-off hears about, but five substantive issues that confront 
this organization, both groups. And we're going to ask later on 
for those to be presented, maybe you'll be hearing them, but we're 
going to ask that they be presented in wri ting for the purp.::>se of 
identifying the issues, addressing the issues and resolving the 
issues. Ces tu fini, to settle it with equity and fairness for 
all, for the purp.::>se of one Terlingua. And to that I will ask for 
beginning purposes, I will recognize for five wJnutes, Ray King. 
You can just speak to the group, the mike will just pick it up. 

(R. K.) You know, I wasn't real sure what we were going to talk 
about today until I carne into this room. I didn't prepare. I 

I 
i didn't really know what to prepare for, I really wasn't sure. I 

was told that the idea of the \olhole Ireeting was, what would it 
take to get a fix in '86, to get both groups together? Well, I 

I don't think it should ever have drifted apart as far as it has. 
,~	 

In the beginning we had alot of aninosity, bickering, problems, 
petty things that escalated and festered in groups till they got 
to be big problems. I don't think we really had big problems in 
the beginning. There are a lot of misunderstandings. As far asI, C.A.S.I. is concerned, C.A.S.I., as we went through in our meeting 
earlier today, C.A.S.I. is you, the chili cooks, the chili cooks,, 
the people who elected Great Peppers, Great Peppers who elect the 
Board of Directors, that's C.A.S.I. The only thing that isI important, as far as I'm concerned, and I'm speaking here as an 
individual, is that the cook-off out there has to be in the hands 

l. 
1 of the chili cook, and they have to run it, and we, as directors, 

are kind of tied to that, because we can't make rules for them,I
I 

for the Great Peppers. We can only interpret what they do. 

I 
,Ii (J.H.) Okay. Let Ire make a note to you at this tiJre. Wnen the 

gentlemen proceeded at the tables prior to the start of our 
meeting, we advised both groups of what the discussion \Olould be 
about, and each director, and each Tolbert representative \olOuld 
have five minutes to state their case. At that time, we \olere 
advised by the	 Tolbert group that one representative would take up 

I
, the entire t:ine, and that was agreeable to the chair. SO at this 

time, I want to continue on with the C.A.S.I. group and have Larry 
Burriss address the conference. Larry. 

(L.BURRISS) Okay, Ray, I'm going t,O give you about four minutes! 
back because Ray stole my speech. We had just gotten through 
going through the process that I think needs to continue and I'm 
not sure that I even know what the issues are nOil. There is one 
thing, the chili cooks have to continue to rWl the cook-offs. We 
have a vehicle right now. I think we pret~ well sho.~ed that 
earlier this	 morning. There is a working process for any 



difficulties with changing rul~s for doing a little bit of 
everything. I could not be involved with anything that did not 
continue this. I'm not saying it's perfect, but I think it's the 
best thing we have right now. If there are any other issues, that 
will be aired. As to some of the minor difficulties we might 
have, if it sounds like this group here is nore or less 
cra~~ishing or not taking a stand, it is because we cannot take a 
stand. We're only four of nine Board of Directors that represent 
the Great Peppers, who in turn represent the chili cooks. We have 
no right, nor can we make a decision on our own, so therefore, if 
we make a statement that we "Till take baC}~ to the Great Peppers or 
something along these lines, that's exactly what we nean. 

(J.B.) Thank you, Larry. Vann 

(V.Y.) Well, number one, I would like to reiterate from what Ray 
and Larry have had to say, from what I understand you're sUPfOsed 
to say. Maybe \'lhat we believe in is that is strong enough that we 
",ould vote for that and not make a ccrnpromise. As far as I'm 
concerned, it's basically C.A.S.I. as it is today, as it will 
perpetuate itself. The people are elected, there is no permanent 
office. I would not vote for anyone to be a permanent office 
holder. The office may be permanent, but the holder will not be. 
certainly, they can be re-elected. But to keep the instrument in 
place, so that anyone from the chili world can go through any partI of this if he so chooses, that he could run as a Great Pepper 
organization.1 
(J .H. ) Thank you Vann. Richard 

\ (R. Knight) I think the ah, I myself, am a representative of the 
body of the Great Peppers, and I think we can make any concessions 
that have already been voted on by the Great Peppers, and becuase 
those are the rules that I live by as a director and rules that I 

\, live by as a chili cook. And, H, I am a chili cook. I'm out 
there fighting for points just like every other chili cook. II 
believe in what's happened in the last two years, the direction 
that the Great Peppers have taken, the direction that the Board of 
Directors is only responsible for following out the rules and the 
responsibilities that the Great Peppers placed upon me. I firmly\ believe and will always believe in the C.A.S.I. I have served as 
tallynaster and I've seen all the narres that have corne in and you 
k~/, I think the growth is there that can really spread chili 
throughout, not only Texas, but throughout the United states and 
the world. I think that what happens here is a continuation of 
the 0.10 giant steps made in the last 0./0 years. And I firmly 
believe that we can have one cook-off, and I'll welcome anybody to 
cane back to "the C.A.S.I. cook-off. 

(J.B.) Thank you Richard. That concludes cements on issues from 
the C.A.S.I. group. I ...lOuld like to at this time now recognize 
that speaking for a period of not to exceed twenty minutes for the 
Tolbert organization, the Tolbert group, Ray Shock.ley. Ray 
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(R.S.) Thank you, sir. First of all, I want to take this 
oF-PQrtunity to thank you very much for inviting us. I think this 
visit is long overdue. I'm really concerned about a great number 
of things. Next year is a sesquicentennial in Texas. Chili is 
the state food of Texas. Dottie Griffith recently wrote a book 
called "01ili Madness" and for some reason I think that's 
appropriate as to what has been going on. I think the issues are 
rather simple. But somehow they've gotten confused. And what I 
want to say to you is that our objective, very simply stated, is 
one Terlingua. Why have \ole proceeded where \ole have? By objective 
certainly is not to drag out the past. But to say to you by our 
presence here is that we are corrrnitted to a one Terlingua. And 
what I would like to do is address to you same of the issues that 
I think really need tOUching upon. And the reason that I'm your 
spokesman today, very simply, I'm President of Wolf Brand 
Products, a very successful company. My only objective 
whatsoever, whatsoever, with·respect to this whole situation has 
been impartiality. ~¥ objective from a business standpoint is to 
promote chili. To be honest with you, I've gone to great expense 
not to advertise Wolf Bra~~. And I'm not here doing a co~rcial 

for tvolf Brand. I'm here as a sincere promoter of chili. I think 
that we have done a great job in improving the quality of chili in 
Te~,as. I just talked to you about my sales. Since 1966/67 when 
we had the first Terlingua, the chili business has been 
magnificent. The ~1exican food business has taken off. I see 
restaurants like Chili's, and chili has become gos~l. They even 
knOll about it in Neyl York. These are accomplishments that'have 
been due to all these cook-offs. I rrean a great job, you ~ople 

should be absolutely patting yourself on the back for the great 
job that you've done. And here we have this great legacy, the 
great legacy of H. Allen ~th, the great chili confrontation that 
started it all. Frank Tolbert, his tremendous support represented 
here by by son and daughter. They want to see chili go, I want to 
see it go, and I want to see it go together. Now simply, what are 
the issues? Here they are as I see the.'!\. Ne started off 
originally in Terlingua. It was a media event and we saw crChros 
out there build to 10,000. Our cra;ros are declining. We are 
split. Sponsors are saying, "You need us, we don't need you. You 
are a non-media event. You're so busy with \-rhatever the 
politics. " I don't \-lant to use that word, but you know, the 
devisiveness that we're not pr~ting chili the way we should. 
t'1hat we need is the fun, the great charisma, the developnent of 
chili. That's all we want to do. Ne want to have fun, the cooks 
want to have fun. We want to get together. And I'm trying, with 
the allotted time that will run over, and if I'm not offending 
anybody, I would like to delineate these issues that I think need 
addressing. i'le started out in Terlingua at the mercury mine site. 
It was dangerous and small. ~ve rooved off to Villa de. la ~1ena, 
which was great. It has certain soortcor.tings that as our success 
grew, that becar.Ie gravid. Now, there's nothing wrong with that. 
And it so happened with the split, why we went over, the Tolbert 
group, went over to iJ110ther area. Now, I'm going to tell you 
about the possibility of an alternate site and just what you're
facing. We know that there is not lllJch of a population out 
there,and there's only one or two bulldozers that I'm aware of, 



and one backhoe. You're going to have great trouble getting 
equipnent out there to cut roads or do whatever you want at a new 
site. You need somebody out there that is close, that's going to 
sUI=ervise what is being done. I'm going to tell you what we've 
done in the p:1st two or three years. t'le took a beautiful site 
that has 12,000 acres. We took bulldozers and cut through there, 
and we have roads and we have campsites, and currently, believe it 
or not, we are erecting a huge tank. What do you think the object 
of that dumb huge tank is? It's so that if somebody \¥.ants to take 
a quick shawer, especially the women, it will be there. We're 
pltting in corrodes, now I say corodes, that might be two. We are 
pltting running water in there with urinals. We do have a fine 
stage. I'm going to tell you that Arturo White has done some 
great things d"",m there. He lives there. He happens to have 
people that corne over from the border who know how to make adobe, 
and he's gone out there and he's buHt and we've built, a stage. 
We have press facilities, a fine facility. I can tell you, yes, 
we want to get together. And isn't, I'm talking as a businessman, 
sure we can abandon this site and go off and pick a third site. 
But who's going to do the work? tVho's going to be out there 
supervising it,and who's coming up with the ooney to replicate 
what we put in out there?" My guess would be 25 to 40 thousand 
dollars, because you're going to bring people from Alpine and all 
those kind of places. I again FOint out to you, who's going to doI it? So a site is an issue, sure. ~'1e can go to an alternate site,

I but I want you to know what you're running up against. l'lhat we do 
suggest is, as \ole want to get together, to corre over and look at 
our site, to visit us. We're not going to have everything, but II~ 
think we cu.n provide everything. i-le've got a great start on it. 

I 
1 ~~, that's the one issue - site. The second issue is going to be 

the name of the event. You know all the history. We started off 
as the World's Championship. We lost that. tole lost that while we 

I were busy doing other things and that's terrible. Each of us say 
the 19th annual. I love the word international, I think it's 
great. But somewhere along the line we did want to recognize a 

i
l 

I 
guy like Wick Fowler. He's a competitor of mine. And I think 
it's great, I think it's great that we can recognize Wick Fowler 
for the rrarvelous job he did. And certainly, I wanted to 
recognize the fantastic contribution of a guy like Frank Tolbert. 

I 
Frank Tolbert was a historian. As he ,,,rote, he became in love

i with chili, our whole culture. And all we wanted to do was say 
the FRANK X. 'IDL8Em'/I'1ICK FCNlLER ME1·DRIAL. And I think that's a 
great legacy. And I think we should be proud of it whether, you 

I 
know, you got rrad at Frank, or whoever, but I think that is the 

i legacy. You know it's marvelous that these guys have the 
i charisma, the ability to develop the concept to bring chili on, to 

have the tine to do all that. SO, personally, the Tolbert group 
doesn't want to drop and lose their legacy and just be another 
event. The other thing I would like to talk about is this thing

I that is C.A.S~I., roc., and aULl APPRECIATlOO SJCIeIY". I don't 
understand all this. All I can tell' you" is that Frank Tolbert has 

I 
~ the trademark to CULl APPRECIATION rocIE:lY INrERNM'I0NAL. It 

belongs to Frank Tolbert Jr., and cathlene. It' s a federal 
trademark. we would love to see an organization, a neutral 
organization, where we can taJ:e this trademark and give it to you, 

Ie
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I 



provided, that at any time the organization totally disintegrated, 
it would not go to one individual, but would revert back to Frank 
Tolbert and his sister. I'm confused about C.A.S.I., INC., Chili 
Awreciation Society, but here is the trademark from the Tolbert 
group that we want to give you if we can ever get this thing 
ironed out. Some other things that I'm not coped to talk about 
are the rules. I think the Great Peppers do a rnagnificient job in 
setting the rules, setting the tone. One of the suggestions that 
was advanced to me, and I'm going to pass it on to you, is· that 
maybe you need a group that handles the rules for the five 
Southwestern states and to consider another group that handles the 
rules for the rest of the world. I say rest of the world. There 
are so many PeOple that call, but I'm going to tell you, just as a 
businessman, about the rest of the world. And 1 1m going to do it 
in a salesman language. I sell ~'k>lf Brand Chili, so I know 
exactly what lim talking about. In the whole state of New York, a 
huge state with lots of people, 25 million people, the total 
amount of chili sold there is 100,000 cases. I have six customers 
in the Dallas area that I sell a hundred thousand cases to. Chili 
is not the \"orld in New York. If you go into New Enc;land, there 
is one can on the shelf. And ,-"hat their chili tastes like is very 
different. It's very hard for these people to get sanctioned 
events and all that. Chili is not in out there. But they want to 
kn~" about it. It takes an awful lot of explaining. It's a whole 
job in itself. So I ask you to think about that. The other thing 
I'd like to say to you is alot of the adversity has to deal with 
people. And I understand that Ray, who has made a rnagnificient 
contribution, is stepping down. I have known Vann York for twenty 
years. He's made a magnificent contribution. And I've known 
these other fellows. I've been meeting with Larry Burriss trying 
to get us together at every opportunity. Your tallymaster has 
been fantastic. These guys have done a hell of a job, have left 
you a legacy too, just like Frank. And why in the hell we can It 
p..lt it all together and do it next year I donlt know. What I 
don't want to see us do is try to choose up sides. You knclItl, you 
guys trying to get your little point, we trying to get our little 
point. I don't want any of that, at all. I want some good cooks 
that are willing to think about what we're trying to do and do it. 
Let us get together and work on it. I think I have addressed the 
five issues. And I would add, and I hope you don.'t none of you 
fellows, take an exception to what I'm going to diy, but Ray, I 
think by you stepping down, and maybe Jim Redd not being 
involved,with some of these personalities, it might come together 
easier. I don't JiEan that to hurt you or anything, but I think 
sometimes we're so close that we get our personalities hung up in 
our underwear. And we don't need that. But \'1e do need you, and 
you need me, I mean, as an example. And you need these guys. Now 
why in the hell can't we do that? Thank you. 

(J .H.) The expression that I hear from both sides in this meeting 
today ~ I believe we can come to COIiIiK)n conclusion at least with 
the chair, that the sum is more i.nix>rtant than the parts. And the 
sum being rore important than the parts, I think is a major
step,and the first one that has been made in several years. I 
._.1~ 1u ...... _.- "h,a to1~ ton ~c:lr J?~v ~klp.v if he would present, 



for the	 use of the :;""oop, the five issues that he has just placed before 
the Great Peppers and all of you in the room today and the 
directors present here froo C.A.S.I. C.A.S.I. directors, I would 
like very much to have from you in writing, for the lXlrpose of 
discussion and resolution, same specifics as relate to the cooks 
and C.A.S.I. and the perpetuity of the organization and for the 
good of one Terlingua. And I would like for you all to resolve 
that and get us some specifics that everybody can have .some word 
for word in writing issues to address. I think that's very 
important now. We have the group Ray Shockley represented, if it 
is just the direction and the articles as put forth by C.A.S.I. 
directors, that's okay by me as long as we can get a copy of it 
for the purposes of addressing the issues. Now then, I compliment 
all of you on your conduct in the course of this meeting. I think 
all of you in this room can understand the ~rtance of one 
Terlingua. I think ncM all of you in this room understand sor.e of 
the issues that are before the group for the purpose of achieving 
one Terlingua. Some of the heritage and tradition that both sides 
have expressed a very vital interest in maintaining and, indeed 
promoting nOVl and in the future, and with that, I would like to 
hope that \·lithout going much further at all, that there could be

I	 an agreement in principle without dotting i's or crossing any tIS. 
That co~ng froo this group today, let us have a short session for 
the fAJrpose of saying when will the next meeting be, when we'll 
begin to resolve the issues and fAJt it dO'vID on paper and set aI	 calendar of events for the fAJrpose of saying we will address theI issues,	 we will resolve the issues with one purpose in mind, and 

1.: ", that is	 for the purpose of meeting in Oc:tober, the day after the 

I 
I~ cook-offs, for the purpose of making a final agreement and final 

formal resolution to have the fix in '86 for one Terlingua. And 
with that I'm going to turn it back to Ken and then at this point 
feel like that I have fUshed the burden of responsibility off on a 
lot of other people, but feeling very good in the knowledge thatI • one Terlingua is very much in the very near future. Thank you.~ 

I (K.H.) The purpose in this group addressing the Grent Peppers and 
I
I the advertisement that was run in the Goat Gap, which everybody 
I
~ 

has had an opportunity to see, was for open discussion. We, theI, Great Peppers, have had the opportunity to listen to what you have 
had to say, and now I think it is our turn. 

(J.H.)	 Please have at it. 

(K.H.) I think we should have the opportunity to address 
specific questions that we might have either to Ray, as a group, 
or to you individually, is somebody would like to answer those. I 
do not want to get into the history, I don't care, it doesn't 
matter, that doesn't have anything to do with zip. What we want 
to do is p.lrsue the idea that we can find a fix, and the only way 
we can find a fix is if all of you get involved with us. In light 
of that, really, the first question that I'd like to ask, and I'd 
like to ask this of Ray Shockley, he indicated that you would be 
willing to turn the name C.A.S.I., without the Inc., that now 
belongs to cathlene and Frank, Jr., which is trademarked, as I 
understand. 



(R.S.) Correct, Federal trad~rk. 

(B.B.) No, incorrect. Chili Appreciation Society International. 

(K.B.) I'm sorry, that was a misnomer. To use Chili Appreciation 
Society International and this has been part of the discussion 
that you and I have had privately, that this was possible. And 
you have indicated that you would like to turn that to the 
organization of the Great Peppers and what I'd like to ask you is, 
from us, what signs do you want, what do you need, what 
guidelines, what's it going to require for you to do this? 

(R.S.) The only thing that I can say to this point is that you 
have an attorney, Pat Irvine, whom I don't knovl, Pat Irvine, 
alright. Frank Tolbert and Cathlene are represented by Baynes, 
Boone, Attorneys, Dallas. It's, I believe, the largest law firm 
in the City of dallas. Don Templin is the managing partner, and I 
would suggest that you contact him on that subject. 

(J.B.) And if I understood what you are saying, Ray, that would 
be an asignment with the dedication, so that it would not end up 
with anyone individual at any future date. 

(R.S.) There would be a caveat that at such point the 
organization would, let's say, become defunct, the trader.ark \olould 
revert to the Tolbert family. 

(J.B.) Okay. I think that's very self-explanatory. Let's start 
with other Great Peppers here in the first two rows, issues and 
questions for either group seated here today. 

(J .G.) Jim Graves, Space City Pod, Houston. Discussing site, 
I've been at both sites, both, as Chuck (?) says, seem to have 
their good !X'ints and bad p:>ints. Over at the store, Arturo's 
store, there has been quite a bit of work. During the first year, 
it was kind of rocky and it was rough, but not nearly so rocky and I
rough as it is over in the canyon. I personally feel, my pod 
members feel, whom I represent, and I think the cooks have sp::>keni 

I 
I in the last two years as to what site they actually perfer, by 

going to the site that they felt would be more convenient. One, 
they feel that they would like to cook in the way that they have 
cooked all year long, by their campers, in their am imnediate 

i 

areas. Other people may have, but this is a reflection of my pod 
people. The site itself is IiX)re accessable from the road, it is 
easier for 'IN equipnent to be taken in and out of, and it has all 
kinds of advantages. And with the addition, and I think we'll 
agree that baths are a scarce cor.roodity in that part of the 
country, with the addition of convenience ite.i1S, such as water and 
bath facilities for, not only the ladies, which ll'en have a little 
more convenience in that . area than they do, but I think this will 
be an added plus for the site. If it were taken for a vote by my 
1,X)d, I feel at this tine, and you said that you want the cooks to 
rtm this thing and you want the Great Peppers to reflect what the 
cooks say, and I, being a cook, that's what my I,X)d is saying and 

II' 
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that's what I'm saying for my pod. I've heard all kinds of pros 
and cons and we would elect, as far as a site is a hang-up, the 
best one of it. And if you want the Great Peppers to get together 
on that, I've just voiced my opinion. I think that if everything 
is weighed on a scale ana in balance, Behind the Store is by far 
the more accessible to crowds and we've had good security from 
both sides and I think the security from sides could pr~bably get 
together and work SOIrething outtrere and delineate all that 
discussion that has been brought up too. So, as a Great Pepper, 
from my pod, if the site is a hang-up, then the Great Peppers can 
get together on that and that's the way I feel. Oh, incidently, I 
do want to thank both factions for having the Great Peppers at 
this meeting. Heretofore, not only have I and my pod and the rest 
of the Great Peppers, we felt kind of left out. You all have been 
getting together, together in little private meeting and 
discussing these things and we felt a little bit left out and I 
really want to thank you for inviting us here and having us get 
this thing out in the open. 

(D.W.) Jim, we're glad to be here too. 

O( .H.) Okay, thank you, Jim for the 
about anybody over here on this side? 
Peppers here. Yes sir. 

expression. 
Anyone of 

Alright, haw 
the great 

(?) How much do you pay Arturo for usage of the land? 

(J .H.) Do you gentlemen have that inform'ltion? 

(D.W.) We pay him 50 cents a head and that's strictly just for 
clean-up. tbw he does have the beer concessions and he cleans out 
his store so he rrakes that. Other than that, that's all he gets. 

(J. H. ) Okay. Did you all hear Dick? The question was "Hhat was 
Arturo White paid?" and the answer was 50 cents a head for clean
up, to get the place cleaned up. Then, of course, he has the beer 
concessions and the store, is that correct? 

(D.W.) Hell, he has a store, he does very good business. He has 
all the ice. 

(J .H.) All that goes with having a store right there. Alright, 
another pepper please. 

(R.I.) I'm Richard Inrran with the Houston Pod. On the matter of 
C.A.S.I. Incorporated and Chili Appreciation Society 
International. I'm confused that if we do go together, as one 
group, we do have two distinct organization in C.A.S.I • 

. Incorporated, which I believe is a registered traderrark, Ray? it 
is an inco~ration. 

(R.K.) Yes. The logo is incorporated under C.A.S.I. O1ili 
Awreciation Society International. 
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(R.I.) Alright, then we have the Chili Appreciation Society 
International which was the first one. Okay, what would we be", I 
mean, what would this do to our organization? What would we be 
known as? Would we still have C.A.S.I., OC., or would we use 
Chili Appreciation Society International? That's always been a 
Iittle confusing to me on "'hich was which. 

(J .H. ) Alright, I will calIon anybody here if he wants to 
explain that. As the chair understood it, C.A.S.I. is called 
C.A.S.I. and Ray Shockly was saying the Chili Appreciation Society 
International would be negotiated out to be given as ancillary 
title so it would be C.A.S.I., Chili Appreciation Society 
International or any other combination of naIiES you think would 
best reflect one organization. Ray. 

(R.S.) Pat may check me on this, but it would seem to me that the 
federal trademark would carry precedence. That had we legally 
challenged the other group, which we did not do, perhaps, you 
know, we would have cene out. I think that and Pat nods to that. 

(R.I.) Because what my reason for this question is during the 
last three years, yea, we've made some boo-boos to start with, we 
all know that. Personalities got in the way. It hurt the cooks, it 
hurt all of us and it was strictly, in my opinion, personalities, 
but that's in the past and that's what \~e' re here to resolve. We 
have made alot of progress and turning the cook-off over to the 
Great Peppers and the chili cooks to run and I \'lould not like to 
see us start from square one by, you know, in what narne do we use. 
I mean C.A.S.I. is referred to as Chili Appreciation Society 
International, but it's not. 

(R.S.) I think you would use Chili Appreciation Society 
International, is what you really want to use, that's what you 
are, that's what it started a • 

CR.K.) That's what we do use. 

(R. I.) Okay, that answers my question. 

(R.S.) But then, you have the trademark, 
strength. 

and then you have the 

(J .H.) There is concensus, both tables, that it would be O1ili 
Appreciation Society International and the d/b/a can be C.A.S.I 
logo or whatever. Ray, Bill? 

(B.B.) Whatever. 

(J.H.» Does that answer your question? Alright, very good. 
Great Pepper, yes rna' am, go ahead. 

(C.G. ) I have a question for the Tolbert group. If we could get 
it resolved and have one cook-off, are you willing to let the 
Great Peppers and the chili cooks run the cook-off? 
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(D.W.) I don't think the first year that could happen. I don't 
think anyone knows in this room WI much time is being spent on 
Terlingua. Ray and I worked ten rronths on it, getting it 
together, getting the trophies, getting the invitations mailed 
out, just getting the site improved. It's a constant thing that 
just continues to go on. Now, to turn this over to the Great 
Peppers • • • 

(J .H. ) tVhat year are you referring to, '86?
 
(D.tv. ) Yes, yes.
 

(B.B. ) Yes, yes. 

(J.H. ) You're referring to '86. 

(D.W.) And to turn it over to the Great Peppers that first year, 
I think they'd have an awful lot to learn. And I think Ray King 
and Vann York, don't you agree, sir? 

(R.K.) We're operating the cook-off••• 

(D. t~. ) Well, we're operating it, too, but we're going to let them 
run it. We're going to get out of it. 

(L. BURRISs) t'lell,... 

(D.t"1.) We're going to let the Great Pepper and cooks run it. 
vle're not going to have anything to do with it tarry. 

(L. BURRISS) What I'm saying is that the process that we went 
through this morning is the cooks themselves, and we're also 
holding the cook-off on the same day. 

(D.W.) Right. The cooks have gotten, they are the ones that have 
gotten hurt. The Geat Peppers haven't gotten hurt. But we're 
losing cooks. Someone has to teach and train these people how to 
run a cook-off at Terlingua, because it's remote 600 miles away. 

(R.S.) Could I offer a suggestion? I just see this as a detail 
that we sit dCMI'l and work out. We want to get y'all in it sure. 
You know, everybody in it. 

(L.BURRlSS) May I respond to that? I think, if I understand the 
question, possibly, is who will be in charges of the cook-offs and 
at this time one of the cook-offs is run by the cooks through 
their Great Peppers, through the Board of Directors. If it came 
back to one, I think they wanted to knO\o1 who would run it at that 
time. 

(J .H. ) Yes, that WlS question. 

(L.BtmRISS) Personally, I would like to see one c:::c>Ot-off ccntinue, 
basically as we have continued the cook-off that sane of us have 
been going to, the one at Villa de la Mena. 
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(J.H.) In other words, the cooks and the peppers, Great Peppers 
running the cook-off. Is that an issue that could be settled in 
some in-house meetings foillowing this session? Is that sanething 
that is open for discussion or is that an arbitrary decision that 
can't be discussed? 

(V.Y• ) We will discuss anything, n~l. Everything now. . 

(J.H.) Right now. 

(V.Y.) No\v. 

(R.K.) Let's get it out. 

(J.B.) Well, time is going to bind us gentlemen. 

(K.H. ) Could I just give some ideas as to what time constraints 
we're working under today. Unforb.mately due to the hotel tine 
constraints, we ring the bell at 5:00. Now, that doesn't rrean 
that we stop in the middle of a sentence, or if something is being 
close to being laid out so that it would be presented to the Great 
Peppers and these are all things that are going to have to go back 
to the pods. The next meeting that the Great Peppers have, I 
would anticipate that a lot of these answers will corne back from 
the pods and have SOIre distinct direction of what direction the 
cooks want to go. SO I dont think we're going to have an isolated 
agreement, crossed "t' sft and dotted "i's". I do think that by the 
tirre we get back to this we can go through these in itemized 
format. We do need to be headed t~/ard the door by not later than 
5:30. 'Ihat means basically, we have an hour and a half. I don't 
think we're time constrained. 

(J .H.) Alright, fine. Another question. 

I 
(R.B.) Ray Shockley, I'm a little bit, I won't say confused, but 
maybe I just don't understand. You said the issues and I take 
that to mean that this is what it would take for y'all to come 

I 
over, for us to come over, for us to get together. Is that true 
and correct? In other words, we'll have to go Behind the Store 
and we'll have to be a Wick PO\vler/Frank Tobert cook-off. 

(R.S.) No. Let me be clear. I think that we're willing to 
concede, but 'm telling you that there's some points. 

(R.B.) Yea, I agree with that.
1 

(R.S.) These are negotiable, you knc1.N, I'm, all I've done is1 listen to chili heads until my ears have been beaten to death.
I And I'm just telling you, as I see it, these are the issues that 
~ have to be addressed. I don't know how to address them. I'm 

telling you, you are the Great Peppers, that these are the issues.I' (R.B. ) Well, let me ~t it to you this way. If the Great 
PeRJers, who represent the chili cooks, or the majority of the 
chili cooks, chose not to go to Villa de la mena, chose not to go 



to Behind the Store, realizing that this site situation, I mean, I 
understand what you're saying about the expense of preparing the 
site, and Lord knor.-1S, it's not everybody who'll put up with chili 
cooks. I mean, I'll concede to that. But what I'm saying, is 
that being the case, if we chose not to go either place, would 
y'all be willing to compromise. 

(1OLBERT GROUP) Sure, yea. 

(R.B.) HeM about the C.A. S. 1. directors? 

(C.A.S.1. ) Sure 

(B.B.) Bob, could I ask you who is "they"? Yoo said you chose 
not to go to either one, who is they? I mean, you know. 

(R. B. ) We11, the Great Peppers as a whole. 

(B.B.) 01, okay, alright, I didn't, I wasn't quite following you. 

(R.B.) There's another thing I'm confused aboot because the 
cooks and Great Peppers are not seeing eye to eye somewhere down 
the line. 

(B. B.) Well, that I s well aware, I'm aware of that. 

I 
(R.B.) I'm just saying if we're going to tum this back over 
to the Great Pepper organization, you know, and we chose not to 
go there, we chose an alternate site, would both sides be 
agreeable to that?
 

(R.S.) Sure, if you can find the mmey and all that.
 

(R.B) I'm not saying, I'm just 

1 (K.H.) There's a lot of ifs.

I., (J .H. ) Everybody in the roan hear that? Everybody hear that okay?
 
Waldo, could you hear Bob when he was talld.ng? Oaky, good.
 
Alright, now then, IIDre questions please. Let's air it all
 
out.
 

(R. S. ) Let me tell yoo that I'm very impartial. I don't cook.
 
I don' t know anything about the rules.
 

(J •G. ) Are we talking about the cooking rules? The rules under
 
which we cook ~4er?
 

<R.S.) Yes six.
 

(?) At a sanctioned cook-off?
 

<R. S. ) 1'11 let these other fellows 



(J.G.) Is that ¥.hat we're referring to? 

(B.E.) Right Jim. 

(J .G. ) Ckay, if it's possible to resolve any one of these issues 
today, ltvUUld y' all be willing to resolve it? And then we '\tJO\..lld 
have one or two IIDre to deal with. I don't think that there 
WCAlld be any argument about the rules that we're now 'WOrldng under. 
We met this nnrning representing our pods and whatever roles we're 
v.urking m1der now as far as the cooking and judging of shovmm.ship 
and cooking chili, I think mst people are fairly well satisfied 
with the normal bickering. So I think we can drop that Qov.n to 
four issues that we have to deal with. 

(R.S.) Well, my reference 'Was to rules was just to the out-of
state type situation. 

(J.R.) The chair understood at the t.iIre that Ray Shockley's 
reference was rules for Texas and four Salthwestem states versus 
the rest of the world. 

(J . G.) I think that's a decision that the Great Peppers should 
deal with and not this panel. 

(J .R. ) Alright, Bill Brown had a CcmIEl1t regarding that. Bill. 

I 
(B.B.) Yes, back to Jim, to your address of the rules. As you 
well know, I don't know whether you do or not, but back in the 
early years when C.A.S.l. first got together and the Great Peppers 
started making, you kncM, sprucing up the rules, getting them 
to where they apply to present day needs of that tiIre, Bob Yates, 
or Bob Taylor rather, from the Great State of Arkansas came dcJrwn'~
in 1981 and pleaded before the Great Peppers that they had 
problems getting enough people together in one group to call it a 
chili cook-off. And, so therefore, could we make a leSs selection 
or have a lesser number for chili cooks in that particular area 
so they could qualify these cooks or qualify as a cook-off to 
get points. And we did change it at that time to 20 and I think 
in the State of Texas it was 30 or 35, or 20, no, I think it 'WaS 

I . 

Ie 

35. There was about 15 difference becuase we were successful in 
getting our cook-offs together. Maybe it was 30, 10 difference. 
That was fine. As the years progressed. there were nore and mre 
cook-offs in the State of Arkansas, which they got IIDre and mrre 
points put together and they got IIDre people interested. O1ili 
was then introduced and it became a good dish to play arOlmd with 
and have fun and all this. So I understand, I talked to Bob 
earlier, and he said they rescinded that. They are now operating 
under the present C.A.S.l. rules. Now, that's fine, because I 
do understand why it's rescinded. There are quite a IlUIber of 
cook-offs in the area. Oklahana' s the same way. lDuisiana is 
gaining on that particular larea. Texas has always been that way. 
New Mexico is gaining in that area. fut when you get beyond that 
5 state cu:"ea, friends, it I s far and few between to have chili 
cook-offs and to get the rest of the "NOrld to participate in 
this thing, the Great Peppers are going to have to take in 
acknowledgment there is going to have to be sanewhat a different 
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set of roles. Not total, they have to abide by a1m:>s t everything
 
except for the points. tbY, understand by the point system or
 
even reduce the I1lIIDer of cooks and put it in special order and
 
then as their cook-offs increase, they get to a certain In.llIDer ,
 
that the new tally master, Rex Jones, will know what is going in
 
that state, then they are put on notice, .next year, you will
 
be in the 12 point system. .And I think that this is sanething
 
that the Great Peppers are going to have to address to nake sure
 
that yoo get a "NOr1dwide collection of chili cooks to pa.rticipate
 
1£ we are going to try to tum this "International lobrld" or
 
whatever we want to call it. 

(M.G.) Mike Gallagher. I am one of the naN directors of 
C.A.S.l. I think I can speak with sane knowledge of this since
 
I helped run the State cook-off in Texas, ron the one in
 
Arkansas, run the one in La..risiana and run the one in Mississippi.
 
then I went to Arkansas, correct Ire Bob if I'm wrong, there were
 
the state cook-off and three other cook-offs in the state. NCM,
 
there's a btmch. We did it with rules we've got. When I went to
 
Meridan, Mississippi, ran the state cook-off there, we did it with
 
the rules we've got. That one hasn't been real successful. But
 
candidly, I don't think it has anything to do with the rules,
 
it has to do with the beer distributor trying to toot their CMI1
 

hom. Correct me Darrell if I'm not correct there. I frankly
 
don't see a problem. I think that if we tIDdify the rules for
 
anycne outside the State of Texas, then in effect, without a
 
careful ccnsideration, as to what specifially they are. I agree
 
in concept with what you're saying, but it just has not yet
 
been a problem, at least with the experience I've had and we've 
been able to W01:k within it. So, I guess ~t I'm basically 
saying is that until it beca:res a problem, I den' t think that we 
have to really deal with it. Chce it becaxes a problan, then 
I think that's sanething the Great Peppers again need to deal with. 
The are the ones mo are tros t familiar with chili. They're the 
ones mo are lIDst familiar with exactly wnat kinds of problems ..-' 
are presented by a specific rule or elimination of a role. We have 
a ccmni.ttee, in fact, I serve on that cannittee that met· last night 
and talked about the other states and at this point, we see no 
reason to give any special ccxnpe:nsation for that group. Havever, 
at sene future date, that camri.ttee may decide to. The basic point 
is it's not a problem as I see it right nCM' 

(D.W.) It is a problem now. 

(J .H.) Bill 

(B.B.) Mike, I v.uu.ld like to ask yoo mybe me question, we 
w:m.' t go too uuch further than this. Waht year was it that you 
did the Mississippi, the Louisiana and the Arkansas in perspective? 

<M.G.) lh, help me Darrell. Let's see, when did y'all start? 
It ~ 19.81, 1982, 1983, 1984. 
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(B. B.) Alright, 1981 the roles were written for 20 cooks for the
 
State of Arkansas, because I was there as Great Pepper of Top
 
of Texas arvj that rule ~s put into effect that year. Na.l, ~en
 
it was rescinded Mike, I don't know. Bob Taylor might be able
 
to tell us this.
 

(B.T.) '82 I believe. 

(M.G.) I was also Regional Referee in Arkansas at that time
 
and I knCM that every cook-off there had at least 25 cooks.
 

(J.H.) Hang on just a second, Mike. State your naIre please. 

(R.J. ) Rex Jones 

(J .H.) Cl<ay, Rex go ahead and talk. 

(R.J.) I don't think this is relevant to getting the chili cooks 

(B.B.) Well, alright. Frankly, it's not. But I do want to
 
say one trore word. At least let me get my nickel in. I talk
 
to approximately at least 6 to 10 hours a month to out-of-state
 
chili cook-offs; State of Washington, Northern California,
 
Mid-california, Arizona, Nevada and folks, they are so, they're
 
wanting to get into this system and you are keeping them oot and
 
that's the end of my conversation. Until you reiterate your
 
roles and look at it a different way, folks, you are going to
 
keep them out. You are gOing to lock than out.
 

(D. W. ) This is not true, they're to trying to be part of your team. 

(J .H. ) Alright that's on the record. And this is an issue for
 
the Great Peppers to address for the prarotion and good of the
 
organization. And since Bill Brown has presented it, it nCM is
 
before all of you. Alright, Ken.
 

(K.H.) Ken Hudspeth, Cavtown. I personally agree with the fact 
that this has been brought out. I think it's a valid point. 
I'm not sure I knew what the answer is, even though I, it seems 
like fusty and I travel an awful lot into the peripheral states 
being missionaries, if you will. I'd like to take this opportunity, 
with the approval of the rest of the Great Peppers that are here, 
I'd like to present the 1985 current rules with the changes that 
have been accepted by the assembled Great Peppers for what will 
be 1986 C.A.S.1. roles. I would request and make a specific request, 
I'm sarry, I've only got one copy, and IIBke the specific request 
that since there are obviously individual itans of disagreanent, 
could we, the assaIbleci.Great Peppers request that you, the Tolbert 
group, being represented here, go through that, line itan by line 
itan, give us any changes, any requests for changes, that you woold 
like to see. Maybe even with the wording of ~t the rules, the 
way the roles ought to read. Let that cane under the advisement 
of the Great Peppers. CDuld I ask you to do that? 

(1ULBER1' GroUP) Yea 



0<'H. ) And have it back to ner persCl'lally, and I'll distribute 
it. I've .got all the mailing lists and all that. 

,
 (B.B.) At what time?
 

OCH. ) fute later than October 1st. 

(B.B. ) You got it. 

(K.H. ) Can we do that? 

(B.B. ) You got it. 

(K.H.) Because if we can do that, I can get it out to the Great 
Peppers. The Great Peppers will have it in their hands and have 
it available to take to their pods for discussion prior to the 
Terlingua cook-offs this year. There is a Great Peppers meeting, 
as there traditionally is, scheduled for Terlingua. These, V.~e 

could be ready to vote on that at that time if you'll get 
them back to us. Q.,lestion? 

(B.B.) Thank you Ken. 

(K.H. ) Could I ask Ray specifically? (he of the problems that 
any cook-off runs into, whether it's CcMrtonw or whether it's Terlingua, 
is the problem of sponsorship and their m:mey. No cook-off can 
be successful without this sponsorship. It does not exist in 
this day and age. Is Ioblf Brand willing to support one cook-off 
with m:mey, as a sponsor? 

I 
(R. S. ) It's been our tradition to prarote chili. If you can 
prom::>te chili as one cohesive group, I would see no reason vtly 
I would change my policy. 

I (J.H.) Next question from any of the Great Peppers. Corne on,
 
let's get everything out. We've got a good roll going here. If
 

I
 
you have a question, get it out.
 

CL.BURRISS) 5anebody ought to bring up the name, you know. 

i (J •H. ) Alright, let's return to that: then. It's a good point, 
the questicn of a ~. Ken. 

(K.H. ) I didn't really, I was hoping I coold do this in absolute 
closing, after all this is done. If you'd like to go into it, I'm 
prepared to propose to the Great Peppers, for their voting consideration, 
a IIDtion, you can't call it a lIDtion in this group. I'd like to 
suggest the following name that I think would be agreeable for 
everyone, I ~d hope this will be, I'd like any inPJt back 
frem the Great Peppers or any of the asseobled directors. My 
suggesticn for the naIIE to follow after this caning down to a 
resoluti~ woUld be ''The, lttlatever nunber it is, Annual Wick 
Fctwler/Frank X. Tolbert: C.A.S.1. Vbrld Championship." 

(D.W.) You can't use lobrld 



(R.S.) Yoo can't use \obrld. Yoo can't use world. 

(K.H. ) Well, we can use anything we want to as long as it does 
not say ''WJrld ~iCX1ship Qrili Cook-off." r've had that 
cleared by lawyers. rcs can do nothing to us. 

(D.W.) We were sued • • • 

OCR.) The only tradanark they've got is lobrld O1ampionship Qrili 
Cook-off. We cans use this format, ''The 19th Annual Wick 
Fowler/Frank X. Tolbert C.A. S. I. lobrld Championship. 

(D.W•) We'd love it. 

- (K.R. ) That's legal. 

<L.BURRISS) Let's do it.
 

APPlAUSE
 

(J .R.) h:J.y lIDre question about the name?
 

(V.Y.) No
 

(J.R.) Now then, next question fran any of the Great Peppers.
 
:K.en, it's the seccnd door to the left, Ken, as yoo go out.
 

(D.W.) TUrn to the right.
 

(J.R.) Rex Jones
 

(R.J. ) If an agreement is reached, can we ccunt on your support 

I 
~ and would you be willing to step down and let the Great Peppers 

run it? Did r read it right? 

I 
(D. W.) We're going to have to think about that one, Rex. We're 
going to have to have a meeting on it. I ~n' t . . . 

(G.T.) That I S not exactly the way it read. Could I read it for 

!
I 

my Great Pepper?
 

(J .H.) Yea, please read it.
 

(D.W.) Read it again.
 

(G. T.) If an agreanent is reached, can each of yoo be counted on
 
to support the new C.A. S. I. and relinquish your responsibilities 
and duties i£ necessary? 

<D.W. ) Right, that's nuch different. 

(K.R. ) Is that agreeable?
 

(D.W.) SUre.
 



/' 
/ . 

(J .H.) The expression is ;:::urwded fra: the Tolbert group that 
if there is a new agreed t:..: ~anizaticr., single organization, they 
will transfer or relinquish their duties and res1XJnSibilities as 
they are now prior to a CCXImJ1l group. 

(D. W. ) NJw, there is another alternative to that. W1at about a
 
third body? Third group to be in charge?
 

'(K.H. ) In charge of v.tlat?
 

(L.BURRISS) Don't knCM exactly mat you mean.
 

(R. KNIGHT) We got two, why a third? 

(K. H.) In charge of v.'hat?
 

(D.W.) Well, we're going to do mvay with this group and this group,
 
so we're going to need a third group. Maybe three Great Peppers,
 
three cooks.
 

(1... BOYD) Yw've got to have a neutral body.
 

(D.W.) You've got to have a neutral body.
 

(C. G.) Th:M about if we canbine the two?
 

a.. BOYD) That's what we're saying.
 

(D. W. ) That's what we're saying. 

(J .H. ) In other words, a carm:m group you're saying.
 

(D.W.) Right, a canmn group.
 

(C.G.) Cl<ay.
 

(J .H. ) Cl<ay, does that . . . go right ahead and ask a question if 
you've got a question. 

(C.G.) \that "-UUid be required of the Tolbert Groop to leave the 
govenring bodies, the Great Peppers. You krlo;y, do you want three 
seats on the board, you knC7N, if you can go in and we vote on 
YOU just like we would anybody else, VJe give you three seats on 
the board, for maybe three year terms, one, two, three, you knC7N. 

(K.H. ) What are you asking us to do?
 

(n.w.) I'm not sure what you're asking us to do.
 

(B.B.) I'm not sure either. It's a
 

(C.G.) We want to get you involved.
 



(B.B.) We are involve":. It's the thing that we need to know, we've 
got to pick an BVertU£: :i:l~ wtUch the two groups can cane together 
as me to efficieI1tly cr-.c to effectively put one cook-off in Terlingua. 
And as you well know, L_ the past two years neither group can 
agree on ~ch restrc:x:u; to use and we're naJ approaching this 
point. NCM the thing my be that you may have to go and create 
a third body of wbatever, naybe a governing grrop for Terlingua 
cook-off and everything else w::uld ftmcticn under C.A.S.l. rules. 
Because I have no qualms a.bcut C.A.S.l. rules as they are written 
except my talk with Mr. Gallagher. I think they're fine. But 
the fact is this particular thing may becane a neutral situation 
mere neither side, but the Great Peppers, can maybe talk about 
this, mrre than anybody else. They are persons that are going to 
run that cook-off, but there'll be governing bcxly up there they III 
have to answer to. And it won't be nobody on either side saying 
you can't, you kncM, you got to do it my way. It's mat the 
third governing body would have to be. Yes Ken. 

(K.H.) I guess I really don't understand. If you got, if
 
you're saying to us that you're willing to accept the Great
 
Peppers and the chili cooks n.nming the cook-off and now you Ire
 
saying you want a supervisory group telling chili cooks v.nat to do.
 

(L. BOYD.) No. 

(K.H.) Is that v.nat you Ire saying. 

(D.W. ) th 00. ~, we're not saying, no you're missing the whole
 
boat. We're not saying that.
 

(K.H.) Pardon 

(L.BOYD.) Ken, what we're saying, in order to keep this fran 
ever happening again, in other'~rds, no one group gets control, 
in other words, a bLmc.~ of you Great Peppers can' teven get 
control, cause that can be done to mmipulate that cook-off. 
tohat we're saying is that we set a neutral body or panel here to 
see to it that there is no rrore takeover by anybody. 'lhis stays 
to the cooks and the Great Peppers and the directors and us will 
pick a certain number of people to oversee that this does not 
happen. In other words, that we say, let's have two £rem each 
side as the governing body to oversee, to watch, to make sure that 
there's no n:ore paver plays fran either side. Then you keep this 
thing neutral. 

(K.H. ) I guess my, I guess I still don't tmderstand sanething. 
If we, the Great Peppers, are elected by the pods and I had to go 
through a political process to get, to get to be a Great Pepper 
and I can nm a coOk-off or our group, ;my me of these Great 
Peppers are responsible for sane pretty major cook-offs. 

<L. BOYD) This is true. 

(K.H.) I don't tmderstand, if we, the Great Peppers, elect the 
directors and we, the Great peppers are responsible to our vo~ 
group and the directors are directly responsible to· the Great: Peppers, 
there's always going to be a pcMer consortium in any kind, I don I t 



care whether they're elected or l..'hatever, ltlatever yw are, there 
are sane people that are going to be uore prominent than others. 
Are yro telling, I mean, I dcn't know exactly heM' to say this. 
I don't understand the necessity of a supeIVi.sory group. I ·mean 
we've got an election process,. we proved that this umning. There 
·were three directors that wer just, I'm sarry, they were replaced. 
And that was done by the Great Peppers appointed by the chili cooks. 
I don't understand how you're going to prevent a pcMer group fran 
taking over without that group b~ a paver group. In other 
words, you pick 2 and ycu pick 2. Isn t that what we're resisting? 
This is a denocratic socity. They're not responsible, there's 
no, it's an appointed thing. We don't get to vote on them, if ~t 
I'm tmderstanding, if what I'm hearing is what I understand. And 
I don't tmderstand ha-l that's demxratic. HeM can, how can the 
Great Peppers be voted on the they vote on the directors and then 
we have two guys from here and two guys fran here telling us 
that I can't be Great Pepper because I'm too, I'm too strong. 

(B.B.) °No, we're not saying that. 

(D.W.) No, we're not saying that. 

(J.H.) Okay, let's leave that question right there for just a
 
second. Let's let sarebody respong. Dick?
 

(D.W. ) Well, the Great Peppers, Ken, can hold an office for
 
one year. So they'd be involved in one Terlingua one yar. I
 
don't think in one year, the new Great Pepper is going to be
 
that versed in what goes en at Terlingua.
 

(K.H.) fut the directors are the people that we vote to run
 
Terlingua. That's there primary function. The directors run
 
Terlingua. That's what we· vote on. That's how we vote a
 
director into being, as well as do the day to day of the C.A.S.L
 
group itself. YJhere 's the problan?
 

(B.B.) Well, I think Ken, I think we need to roll the t~
 
back in to earlier this m:>ming and care forward. I was not
 
here all day to understand how y'all either restructured or how
 
you do your appoinging of governors or ~tever it is.
 

(D.W.) We didn't know that. 

(B.B.) It's, we're not sure of your restnJcturing or who's 
responsible to who, or what. fut I think the point is that 
we're going to have to look at this and I think that we can get 
back to the Great Peppers before October 1st. Yes, I understand 
what you've got here. 

OCH.) \-bat I just gave Bill is a copy of the C.A.S.I. By-Laws 
by "*rich we operate. And if you ~d treat those the same way 
as you treat the roles. Get back to us by October 1st. Let us 
get this dissamnated to the Great Peppers, then we could all0 

have a better picture. Give us ~at TNOrding ya.t lr.1OU1.d use and 
that'll give us a better ••• I guess I'm still fuzzy. I'm slCM 
sometimes. I dat't understand. 



(B.B.) I tmderstan':. There's too IIllch going on too quick. 

(L.OOYD) Nobody kne.: •...:-.at we were going to get into today
 
anyway.
 

O{.H. ) Including ~. 

(L. BOYD) You knCM and we want to be assured that from here on 
this thing, this cook-off will be as fair as it can be. NcM 
y'a11 made sane changes in your by-laws today that we're. not 
aware of. Now, had we kn~ that informaticn before we got here, 
then this probably ~d never have been mentioned. 

(K.H.) <l<ay, but would you agree to look at the by-laws? 

(D.W.) Sure 

<L.BOYD) Yes 

(K.H.) Have them back to us by October 1st. 

(L. BOYD) Yes 

(L. BURRISS) There were no by-law changes today. 

(K. H.) 'There were no by-Iatol changes today, but this may be
 
the first copy that you've seen. I don't knCM.
 

(D.W.) Well, it's true. It is, it's the first copy ... 

(K.H.) But if you'd treat these the Salre way yoo're treating the 
rules, i. e., give us your definition, tell us what you want. Tell 
us what you want it to say. Let the Great Peppers and the chili 
cooks decide. The continuing questicn that I have raised on 
both sides, that I still am not sure that I got an answer to is 
"Once you submit those to the Great Peppers, are you willing to, 
to . . ." 

(J. G. ) Abide by our decis ion. 

(K.H.) Thank you. 

(D.W.) Yes 

(K.H.) Abide by the chili cooks and if they say ''No guys, I'm 
sorry, we can't accept this." 'That's not me, I'm saying they 
take it to their pods. There are pod votes. 'They cane to the 
Terlingua cook-off and we have another process similar. to this 
and the guyS have had an opportunity to get all this input and 
they say ''No, we carmot accept that. Here's ~t we'd like to 
have." ~ you guys willing to live with that? 

(B.B. ) Depends en ~t the answer is. You know, you're, 
you're telling me alot of "ifs" Ren. I mean, if we. \,:esent to 
you Wiat the changes are, you vote no, obvioosly, we re still back 
to point, you know, back . • • 



(J.H.) Let me go cne s~ further (Xl that. If the Tolbert group 
responds regarding ru:~, the by-l..ai.."S, \o.1hatever else the officers 
put before you. And:.: ~ Great Pe;J?ers issue a no, will the 
Great Peppers then ta:-:e t:-.-= responsibility. of saying ''CAJr answer 
is no, if you have a car.'-e- proposal. we will entertain that." 

(ICH. ) Ch, I think everything I s negotiable. We just have . . . 

(J .H.) I think that I S the answer then. I think that I S the 
answer, that it can be, sarething will be negotiated. Alright, 
yes sir, give your narre please. 

(B.R.) Bubba Reinke, Great Pepper, Purgatory Creek Pod., We have 
G.A.S.l. to represent the cooks. V!1at way does the Tolbert group 
relate to the cookds? To the cook's wishes and vthat you feel those 
rules and regulations are? 

(D.W.) If they've qualified, they have their 12 points, they're 
automatically invited to our cook-off. 

(B.R.) How about, uh . . • 

(D.W.) G.A.S.l., Iiow if we have a Tolbert cook-off that G.A.S.l. 
doesn't recognize and someone gets their final point or whatever, 
they can't cook at G.A.S.l. 

(B.R.) That's true. 

(D.W.) We're accepting both sides. Okay? \-Jhichever way the 
cook wants to go, that I S his prerogative. 

(J.R.) Ken? 

(K.R.•) Continuing question. lim not sure that Bubba said, I think 
I heard what he said, but l'm not sure we were ccmnmi.cating. 
G.A.S.l. is set up so that the cook can feed me input that I can 
feed to the Board of Directors, President, Executive Director, other 
Great Peppers. \-hat structure, what process do you have for me 
to feed you information about changes I would like to see. How 
can we do that? 

, 
(D.W.) Ken, this is our first meeting we've ever been invited 
to, a Great Pepper's meeting and we can start right frem today on, 
and if you've got input, you need input, we'll be glad to put 
it back to you. 

(J .R. ) l'm not, the chair doesn't really understand you question 
either Ken. 

(D.W.) I don't 

(J .R. ) I don't know what point you're ttying to draw. 

(K.R.) ~t 1lE give you a for example. 

(J.R.) Alright 

(K.R.) n.o:ing the cawersation cne day in Ray Shockley's office, 



my point blank question to Ray is "Before I put this to press, " 
and I showed Ray a copy of the ad, proof of the ad that I 
anticipated nmning the August issue of the Goat Gap. And my quesion 
to Ray Shockley was is "I have not the slightest idea who the 
Tolbert directors are. Wlo are they? \-ho can I go to, as a 
ccncemed chili cook and say to you, I've got a concem that I 
~d like to see you address?: And Ray said to me ''We don't have 
any directors." 

(D.W.) We don't. 

OCH.) But sarebody, I mean, you know, okay, I . • . 

(D.W.) We're not Stnlctured. You know, we're stnlctured, but
 
we're not stn.1ctured. Yrn ire looking at them right here. We can
 
make the decisions on the spot. We don I t have . . .
 

(R.S.) We call meeting, invite whoever wants to cane. 

(D.W.) Right. We invite the Great Peppers for their input. I
 
got one letter back fran Lynn. I did not get another single
 
letter from the rest of the Great Peppers. Each year I've invited
 
the Great Peppers Oller to Behind the Store. Last year we had
 
jackets for you. I'm not sure a Great Pepper c~ Oller to see
 
us. So, I guess it's been lack of camunications, Ken.
 

OCH.) Could be. 

(L.H.) Lynn Hejonancik, SOT pod. Looks like there I s a little
 
misnust still between the
 

(??) Can't hear you good. 

(L.R.) In being. 

(K.H.) Stand up, Lynn. 

(L.H. ) Looks like a little bit of mistrust still perhaps between 
the 2 groups. And being as all of the C.A.S.I. directors, at this 
point, have not been voted <Xl by the Great Peppers, sare have been 
appointed, their term hasn't ron cut yet. If all of the Great 
Peppers, excuse me, if all of the C.A.S.I. directors were 
elected by the Great Peppers ,could y'all abide by that decision? 
That is, by what the Great Peppers would say. EKcuse DE, wrong, 
by what the C.A.S.I. directors ~ld say. I guess what it boils 
down to, if all of the C.A.S.I. directors were elected by the 
Great Peppers, whan were elected by the chili cooks, would you be 
satisfied or be happy with that type of situation? . 

(D.W.) Are you asking us to tum everything aver to the C.A.S.I. 
directors? 

(L.H. ) If they were elected. 

<D.W.) Is that ¥il.at yoo're asking? 



(L.H.) Well, not really. I'm just saying if they were elected
 
by the chili cooks, wwld you feel IOOre canfortable with that?
 

(B.B.) The directors? 

(L.R.) The directors and as I think it was menticned earlier
 
today abcut part being here part there . . .
 

(D.W.) Do the chili cooks get involved in electing the ~rectors? 

(L. H.) They did today. 

(D.W. ) They did today. That's the first time and 1 didn't know
 
about it.
 

(L.H.) Waht happens if all of the C.A.S.l. directors were
 
elected by the Great Peppers?
 

(D.W.) That's still not the chili cook. 

(L.R. ) Clcay, the chili cooks are represented by the Great Peppers. 

(D.W.) By the Great Peppers. 

(L.R.) The C.A.S.l. directors, whoever that may be, are represented, 
are elected by the Great Peppers. How ~ld this feel? HeM would 
you feel tcwards sanething like that? \-huld it help, hinder, make 
any difference, not IIBke any difference? 

(B.B.) 1 would have to think about it. But I think I know 
M1at you're trying to say and urn, I rather believe that if you 
can truly in your o;vn hearts, Great Peppers, say that you Ire 
truly, tnlly, truly.-rep~esenting your chili cooks or your marbers 
of your pod in electing the Board of Directors for C.A.Sl. and you're 
going with the true feelings of your pod and not by your own 
advancement, then I \oUUld feel canfortable with it. But there's 
always a fe-; people in any kind of organizatiro that is there· 
for self-advancanent, be darmed "who they step 011. .And when you 
have that, then it t:hrc:Ms the whole thing out of "sync" and it 
doesn't work the way you really want it to. Like electing a 
new House of Representatives or a State Senator or whatever. 
The first year that he is in office at Austin or W:1shington, 
he does his daImedest to serve his people. '!he second year 
there, he is there, he has leazned the ropes and he fomd out 
you don't go up there to serve the people, you serve that's 
there around you and mat you can get done. So, it really gets 
back to the point, are y'al~, in your own heart, because y' all are 
the Great Peppers t y'all are doing the voting en electing the 
Directors t tnJIy representing the cooks. Now, if you want to 
say, ''Let's ballot the cook ", then we have another problem. 
All members of all pods, are they actually menbers of C.A.S.I., 
quote, quote? Is this part of ~ Constitutien and ·By-Laws of 
each pod? 'Ihat they are then, you might say, card-~g C.A.S.I. 
meabers. '1hen that ~d be the persons that you would have eo 
address this vote to. There are quite a few chili cooks in the 
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good \WOrld, in the State of Texas, that are not members of
 
any pod, rot yet, they go to cook-offs and they, to me, they
 
have the same rights of choosing lNho they desire to goveTI1
 
them at Terlingua or anywhere else and ~t you're doing,
 
you're taking a private organization, imposing it up on a
 
public dcmain. And a chili cook-off, as far as I'm ccncemed,
 
if you got your bucks to pay the entry fee and you've got your
 
meat and your spices, you can cook, regardless of what color,
 
creed or whether you belong to any or?anzation. So folks, it's
 
back dcMn to the Great Peppers ,if you re truly representing
 
your pod and your own feeling of your pod is behind you ~d
 
you're doing what you're doing, I have, I feel good about it
 
and I can sleep with it.
 

(B.R.) Granted, those are things that you trentioned can certainly 
happen. I'm maybe disillusioned because I'm going to have to go 
back to my pod and say exactly what happened and why I voted on 
vtlat. So I 'm responsible to my pod. Maybe y' all aren't. So 
it could very well be . . . 

(V. Y. ) to you have a better suggestion other than election? 

(B,B.) I would like to say condolences, your loss. 

(J •H) ~estion is, do yw have a recorrmendation for a better
 
intemal control or guidelines regarding that area? Wasn't
 
that it?
 

(V.Y. ) Yes, other than elections. 

(B. B. ) Varm, I don't right this minute. You know, I'm not a
 
magic maker of things like this. I ~u1d, I think that
 
intemally here, some of these gentelrnen can help and the
 
Great Peppers can get inp.lt and fran you and this board over
 
here, can do it, can at least care up with a workable solutim.
 
It's gonna have to be that way.
 

(J .H.) Hang on just a second. Larry? 

(L. BURRISS). Okay, I, there's, there's one thing that has not 
been brought out as an issue and at this point it really is not 
an issue, but it will have to cone up at sane~. If we 
find a vehicle to represent both the cooks and the parties 
invelved in running the cook-off, however we manage to do that, 
that's satisfactory to everybody, lItlat is, I guess what I'm 
trying to say is: Is this governing body, ~t do they do 
with the meane derived therefrc:m? I realize there's expenses 
in running a cook-off and us, whoever ~ts up the front m::mey for 
ttmatever site it hapPenS to be is going to have to recoup that .. 
Vbat happens to the incane after that? Will it be continued 
to nm a cook-off. or will it be given, dmated away, that that 
is not needed to nm the next year's cook-off? \tI1at happens 
to the iI)cane fran the cook-off itself? 

(D.W.) I can answer ..• 



(J .H.) Dick? 

(D. W. ) We had the American Legion last year as a sponsor and .
 
oro second spenser was the Tolbert's Writer's fund. Okay, I
 
think we carre out with abotit $600.00 for the Jl.Irerican Legion and
 
about $400.00 for Cathlene. That was it. That was our profits.
 

(L. BURRISS) I realize that a cook-off has not been a DDIley making
 
situation. fut I mean, this is sc:m:!thing that would have to be .
 

(D.W. ) It's a break even situation right now. We're just,
 
we're just so glad we can pay the band, whatever, you know. Get
 
out, stay out of debt.
 

(J.H.) I think the question is "If all great and fruitful things 
happen to us all and there is income there, what do you reccmnend 
or do you have a planned proj ect for disposal of that excess 
incan,e over and above expenses and the different funds and 
charities. 

(D.W.) Speaking for this group, I feel part of it should go to 
the Tolbert Writer's Fund. That's hew we're set up now. The 
rest of it can go to the Terlingua Medics or whoever. 

(.T.H.) Alright. 

(D.W.) We need a bus real bad at Terlingua for the children 

(J .H.) Larry, does that answer your question? 

(L. BURRISS) Right. In other ~rds, we, this would be, we do need 
to, in all the other agreerrents, we need to cane to, we need to cane 
to an agreerrent as to ho;v the funds, excess, if there are any, 
how they would be disbursed. 

(J .H.) Sure, favorable reaction. Everybody mderstand that one? 
Jim? 

(J. G. ) I think IIDst of the cooks, getting back to the representation 
of the Great Peppers of their pods, I think Bill was very close to 
right. It is iIrpossible for you to represent each and every 
merrber of your pod. I didn't vote for Carter, but that's you 
know, neither here nor there. Yoo can't represent 1007. but you 
can try to carry the majority of those wishes lVith you. 

eL. BOYD) 'That's lotlat we're asking. That you carry the percentage, 
the majority of your pods. 

(D.W.) And SODE are going to make up their mind and .go t:o either 
cook-off they want to, yoo know. 

(L. OOYD) There ain't ncne of us that can make everybody happy. 

(J.G.) No, noway. • 
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(L. BOYD) So you can forget that. 

(J. G. ) Ch the issue of YJhat to do wi. th the :funds. We cook for 
charity all year long. and all cooks, we were asked this out on 
the road last year by the roving reporter, would we be willing 
to sponsor a charity? Certainly, that I s what we do all year 
long. And I think Dick's group, our group, C.A.S.l. .group. 
that we all want to see sane charity benefit from this. I 
think all we, it may be left up to the sponsoring group or pods 

. as to what their charity may be. And we can follC1.Y their 
rules because usually, ~en we go to a cookoff, it gene+ally 
is the prom:>ter or the pod that will pick their particular charity 
that they want to serve. So, I think there's no question there. 
It's just a matter of covering your expenses and doing the best 
you can.	 .i 

I 
(J.R.) Ray?

I 
! 
I (R.S.) Chly ccmnent I'd add is that we've all found Terlingua is 

not a very profitable event. I \VOuld like to see it profitable! 
to the extent that you would be able'to be self-funding. Because 
there are alot of t:l1:ing) that are rather heavy: up-front 
charges, you knC1.Y, in advance of every cook-off. Maybe, as youI get bigger, I I d love to see a situation ~ere you knC1.Y, you couldI afford a, maybe a paid secretary or sanething like' that. There I s 
alot of correspondence, you know. I'm sure that we could uh, youI know, obviously, we take care of the charity, but~at I'd like to 

I~ 
I see 'is good fiscal managanent and good' audits and you know, good 

approval of disbursements and real agreem:::nt arwng responsible 
people, that yes, we r re going to sign this and that good audit 
business procedures are followed and that r saIl. 

I (J .G.) I think you will agree with me, Mr. Shockley, as a businessrmn. 
that it would be alot nore profitable if we ooly have one cook-off 

I with which to split the gate.i 
'I	 (D. W. ) That's true.t 
~ (R.S.) I hear you. We would love it.
~ 

t (J .R.) Go ahead. 

1	 V.Y.) You and I are not good businessmen, Ray. They just spent 
theirs on Larry Boyd. Incidentially, there is a canplete 5 year 
audit available on C.A.S.l. ftmds up to 1984. It was canpiled 
by a CPA and anyone is nost welcOlIe to look at it at any time 
they choose to do so. 

(J.H.) Next question fran one of the Great Peppers, please on the 
next issue. Yes sir. 

<K.N.) Km lbvy, Hooch Pod, Oklahana. I've heard quite a bit in 
the last 45 minutes. I'd like to have maybe both groups clarify 
once again the issues. There have been several issues cane up 
since Ray had mentioned the five. N.mber two is, "",no is the ThIbert 
tallymaster or ~o tallies the points? 
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(D.W.) Mary Brown is oor Tallymaster. 

(K.N.) Is there any y,ay we can get a list of '\.ho is qualified and 
how many points they got or Sctn2thing like that? 

(B.B. ) I believe I can address th:it since I let here live with 
~, Ken. HaN this '\oX)rks, the cook-off that are advertised in the 
Goat Gap, she sends a list out haveing the cook-off chaiIJIml to 
list the top 10 winners of chili and the top 3 in show. And oor 
response is only as good as that of the chainmn of those cook-offs. 

"And where you get a stubborn chairman, you do not get any results. 
We have been, we have had sane access to sane of the sheets that 
were turned into C.A.S:I, where we are, actually what we were 
doing, we're duplicating 2 systems, or 1 system of tallymasters. 
Vhich,I,for one, it's a pain in the rear end. I think a central 
tallymaster and it'll, I think it'll work, but the thing is, 
we can get you a list, it·'ll, by October I, okay. 

(K.N.) If I could have the groups clarify once again the issues of 
what it's gonna take. There have been, as I said, several 
carre up. Important issues, .charity, judging, who's going to TIm it. 
Stuff like that. If Y,'e could clarify those. 

I (J .H.) How do you mean clarify? In what regards?
i 

(K.N.) Vhat are they? 

I (V. Y.) Restate 
! 

(J .H. ) Restate them?
!~ 

i 
(K.H.) Rather than to take the time that we've got left to 

1 do that, at the beginning of the metting you had specifically 
requested that each group. 

I (J .H.) Yes 

(K.H.) Individually or collectively, whicheverI 
I 

(J .H. ) V1'lateveri
i 
"j 

(K.H.) They 'WOUld prefer, give us as we leave the stage, we haveI clarified SorIE processes right here, I think. Since we're going 
to do that anyway, it is going to be in writing format, in written! format, can we publish that back. to the Great Peppers throogh a 
mailing process, that I'm perfectly willing to do, rather than takeI the tirre to do that? Is that agreeable Ken?

I (K.N.) Yes 
I 

I
(K.H. ) As lrng as we get it back to the Great Peppers, that' 6 '\.hat 
he's saying. 

i 
(J .H. ) Ray, Varm, Larry, Richard, Dick?I 

, 
CK.H.) Is that fine? I think that's fine. EXcuse lIE, go ahead. 



32. 
(B.B.) Can I ask just one question of Ken? HeM soon do you want 
this? 

CK.H.) <h, I'd love to have, I'd l;i.ke to have the list before 
ycu guys leave the state. 

(B. B.) Well, it's really hard to sit clown here and write and 
listen to ccmnents and IIEke ccmnents back. 

(K.R.) O<ay. 

(B.B.) lilt we do 1<:naw what the issues are and we will respond to 
what has been responded here. Lady dam here and there's a tape 
going over here so if the response is contrary to that, then you 
can correct us or anyone else on this panel of what oor responses 
are. \ol1at I'm saying. . . 

(J.R.) Could we, cool.d we ... 

(R. S. ) Could I relate back to mat Larry furriss said in his 
opening address. Larry, I believe you told them there WO-lld be 
no decisions made today. You would have to get back to your, 
Great Peppers.

I 
I 

(1. BURRISS) Ch, I don't think that's a problem. 

(R. S. ) But you're asking us to IIEke decisions and he's not goingI to make any decisions. 

! (J .H.) Would it be appropriate . . . 
I~ 

(L. BURRISS) No, I think, I think vtlat he's asking is that this 
group sitting up here kind of, at least, specify in writing, . 
what the issues, what we feel the issues are. 

I (J .H.) Yes 

(D.W.) (kay

I (L. BURRISS) Isn't that what you're asking? 
I 

~K.H,) That's what really we're asking.

I (K.N. ) Something we can build on, s~t:hing we can start on, sane

!
 thing we can sort of finish on.
 

I (J.H.) Alright, I understand "*tat you're saying Ken. But let me,
I let me suggest, if that is sonething that you feel is not sanething
I you want to address this afternoon or you'd like a better atrrDsphere 

I to discuss it and decide whether you'd like, ~t course you'd 
follCMs. Could we entertain sane discussion perhaps for a d.ealineI for sulxnissionof that information? A week fran today, 2 weeks fran 

I
i

! 
today t sarething so we can get it resolved? 

; 

aCH.) Is a week sufficient? 



I
! 

i 

I
 

(D.W.) PrOOably 00. I::' s .r~ ::::c ~ a tiI:E Ken. We all 
have jcbs. 

ac.H.) I g'.JeSS t:he p:= is. Of: s-rre:- we can get it back, the 
sooner we can ge~ it to the Grea= fe?r:ers. 

(D.W.) Yoo probably wanted it yesterday. We just don't have 
that IIllch time . 

(K. H. ) Hell, I wanted it 2 years ago. 

(B. B.) Thank yoo, Ken. 

'4.)	 Alright, it's the 7th, then the 22nd, 2 weeks?
 

.• ) Yea, that sounds IOOre reasonable.
 

:c ::...-:. -== 1 on these 2 things. NCM 

(J.H.) The reason 

(D. W. ) Can't we do it all at one time? 

(J .H.) My mpression is that the-.~' s a little bit trore priority 
attached to t..'ll.s res;>e:-':\'e to t:-.e isS".les to take back to everybody. 
Is that lot-...a: I 'm hea"-;...~ ~ yo.:..? k::. I correct in drawing 
tha: ccnclus iorl? 

(B.B.) No, I don't agree with it at all. The thing is that~t 
'We've said here today is also pe:1di.~ on what's in here also. So, 
therefore, 'We need to give a full a:1C ccmplete answers .to where 
there will be no doub~s left out there. No hanging. 

(K. H. ) So the bottan line is tha t YO'.J' re feeling that October
 
1st would be a good date for all this.
 

(.J .H) 9.Jbmi..ssion"Of =all i this?
 

(D.W.) Yes, right,
 

OCH.} That way we can put it out to the Great Peppers all at once. 

(B.B.) !hat's right. 

(L. BOYD) Yoo get it at ooe lick.
 

(B.B.) And I think don't piece:neal it.
 

aCH.) Is there any objecti.cn fran the Great Peppers? Is that
 
soon ~? 

(D.W. ) Well. this is the mi de{] e of Septamer llCM. 

c
 



(J.H.) Alright, then is the concensus of it then. ~ Cktober 
1st. next meet~, that all the infonnation relative to the 
issues ,the rules, constituticnal by-laws. officers. directors, 
UlIbreall organization, everything else that has bee1 talked 
about will be submitted for discussim? Bob? 

(R.B.) This sounds like it's all directed to them. I'd like 
to see the same thing out of C.A.S.I. 

(J.H.) That's we. that's exactly Yhat we're talking about. 
on,"<,",,es0.' ?on. 

(J .G.) Just a question. Did Bill. do y' all have the addresses 
and ~ of all the Great Peppers that you should be sending 
this stuff to? 

(K.H.) 'lhat's all, I pre~,o we started t.1-l.is rot ~th to~ 

conversation that you guys would get back -.""ito;' m= and I w:7"::'= 
distribute it. 

(B. B. ) If you would leave us your name a:1':; address, tele;>h:r.1e 
mmlber. neasuranents. whatsoever. vital statistis. 

(K.H.) You'd rather have my wife's. You don't want mine. 

(D. W. ) And you kn~. no exceptions Ken. 

(K.H.) I'm sorry. 

(D.W. ) No exceptions. 

(K.H.) To? 

(D.W.) Well, our meeting was scheduled for· the 14th and here 
it is, we had it the 7th. No changes. 

I	 (K.H.) Well. I think anything that you read in here, yoo' re going 
to have an awful tough time changing. 

\ (J .H.) 'lhe Wlole world knONS the next meeting regarding this
I is going to Cktober 1. 

(B.B.) I don't really think so. 

(J.H.) For submission of all this ma.terial we just made reference to. 

\	 (B. B.) Yes, but I want • • • 

(J.H.) 01a.i.r stands corrected. Thank yaI. 

1\	 (R. I. ) In order to clarify sCIDething for me that I can take back
 
to our pod. I'm Richard Inman. Hroston pod. We all know we're
 
here for me reascn. is to cane to a conclusicn to have roe
 

I	 cook-off in Terlingua. A peaceful and hal:nxnious and possibly 
mre profitable	 event. (kay, it can be dale, we kpow we can do it.

\ c 
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1:: '.. delayed in caring. Are we ~, and I hopr: the answer will 
be ,se, are we also here to bonu ~-se:f, not cr::y as having me 
'Ie:::-lingua c:od<-off, but back togeti'.:r as one grcx:;. Or is it 
al1oOC:)'s going to be a C.A.S.I grcur and is it al~s going to be 
a ThIbert group. I nean, as you understand now heM the C.A.S.I. 
cook-off is nm in Terlingua, the pods elect the .Great Peppers, 
the Great Peppers elect the Board of Directors and such. fut 
the Great Peppers run the cook-off through their directos that we 
-ave now. Alright, will this eventually, and I'm saying this to 
both sides, there will be, I hope, directors fran Tolbert, directors 
fran C.A.S.I., to where there's not a Tolbert/C.A.SI. or where we 
have a group all represented? Is this also wr goal? To have one 
chili \tJOrld in Texas rather than C.A.S.I. and Tolbert? 

(L. BURRISS) ·1 cook nex.t to people that go one WfrJ, and I go 
the other or however, throughout the year. as well as everybody 
do=.:: . As far as I knaY, nobydy' s wearing nametags. In the 
€- :y years they did. There was an aw-ful lot of an:im:>sity. I 
t:''':'':-;: we've gotten through that state of it. . I think the 
;::~.."e.:" ,to ywr question: MJst definitely, if there's one cook-off. 
CT.1: ~rld championship at Terlingua, there' a also one chili ~rld. 

(R.I.) Mr. Shockley? IX> ycu agree with that? 

(R. S. ) I thcught that's my we were here. 

I 

I 
(R. I. ) So far all we've talked about is having one Terlingua 
~ ~"7lo's going to run it. And I am, just like I've said, this 
is ~i1y we're here, to have not one Terlingua, but one chili 
world in the State of Texas. 

(J .H.) Well, the chair takes the position that early on in 
ccr.r.ents coming from both sides of the table, there were 
expressions that there were areas for ccmocm agreement for one1 
single, unified group. I think I heard that unless I'm mistaken.I Did I leave the rocm? Just a second. That was the expression 
that I hear. Just a seccnd naY. Dick?I
 

I (D.~.) Ray King's resigning as President, but he still ~
 
I the canpany. He's got to resign his canpany too. He's notI going to do that.
I 
I (J .H.) AlrightI 
I 

I, CK.H.) Is this a new condition? 
; 
j (D. W.) No. 
! 
I 
I (A1.IDllNCE) We didn't hear that.!, 
! 

CR.K.) Speak up Dick, I'd like to hear that one again. 

(J .H. ) Dick, if you woold, just go ahead and make the statement 
again. lbpefully, we'll get. SCIIe clarification. c 



(R.K.) And uncover your mike before yoo say it Dick. 

(J.H.) Not it's opent the mike's not covered. 

(B.B.) Not it's not covered at allover here Ray. 

(R.K. ) I just wanted to hear it again. I thooght I heard you, 
but I wasn I t sure. 

(D.W. ) Well, maybe it's in here Ray t but I haven't· read this yet.
 

(B.B.) I think . . .
 

(D.W.) But you still am the canpanYt correct?
 

(R.K.) CMn the coopany?
 

(D.W.) Yoo're incorprated t you and Judy and ¥ho .else is on
 
it? No names are on it? Ycur charter?
 

(R. K.) Ch our t on our charter? fur charter doesn't have my name
 
on it. I was the original person registered. But that belongs
 
to the new Secretary-Treasurer y;henever I gave that position up.
 

(D. W. ) So vhen yoo' re resigning as President t you are resigning 
totally. 

(R. K. )I
 
I (D.W.)
 
~ '\
i~ (R.K.) 
I 
I (D. W.)

I (R. K. ) 

I (D. W. ) 

I
 <K.H. )
 

i (R.K.) 

\ (B.B.)
I 
1 
J (V.Y.) 

(B.B.) 

(R.K.) 

I didn I t resign. I didn't nm for President again. 

Ckay. 

They voted for sarebody else. 

See, this is just t it's new to US today, Ray. 

But as of right nCM. I have no title as an officer. 

<kay. 

Ycu are a Director. 

I am a director. 

Of vtlat? 

C.A.S.L 

<l<a.y. 

I have another year, 2. years left en the term t then I'm 
oot and I'm gone.
 

(J.R.) Alright, did that address ycur questicn, Dick? Alright.
 

(C.G.) I den't think alot of people heard the ques.ticn.
 



(J.H.) Ckay, yoo 'WCmt to restate the questi.:L.. It relatee to 
a quest::i..al by Dick Wright of Ray King having ~igned his 
positicn. JUt the additional questioo was, had he resigned 
as owner of the CcIrpa::ly. Is that correct, Dick? 

(D.W.) Right 

(J .R.) Correct.	 And Ray, your answer was? 

(R.K.) '!here is no carpany. There is an organizatim called 
C.A.S. I. 

(D.W.) Well, I'm	 going back when Paul &nith, M. Snith, Judy 
King and Ray King . • . 

(R.K.) That one was done ;May with in 1983. 

(D.W.) I haven't	 see:1 the new one then. See, I didn't knCM that. 

(R.K.) It's an record. 

(L. BURRISS) \-ho	 are the signees of the charter? 

(R.K.) Uh, Mickey: Roth. 

(PAT IRVINE) I've got it in the roan upstairs. 

(L. BURRISS) To answer your ques tions, Ray is on the current Board 
of Directors. 

(J .H. ) Richard 

I

l~
 

CR. KNIGHT) I, there' 5 been s~ passing back and forth here
 
between the C.A.S ..!. Olarter, C.A.S.L By-laws, the C.A.S.L rules.
 
I, as one, would like in return by <:ktober 1, to see the charter,
 
By-Laws and rules of the Tolbert group in the packet.
 

I	 APPLAUSE 

I 
(J .R.) IX> you gentlemen have a response to that? '!here had 

I
! been an earlier .statE!IIEI'lt from Ray that the Tolbert group was 

an tmStructured organization that welcaned any and everybody in 
essence. Do you have further . . .! 

I
 
i
 
f	 (B.B.) I think yoo'll find that's still true. 

\	 
(J.R.) Do ycu have sane rules, by-laws, constituticn for sufficientI 
purposes/ 

\	 (B. B.) If ycu're unstructured you den't have it Joe. I mean,
 
you know, it's quite simple.
 

\ 

\	 (D. W. ) We are not that structured. 
i 
i	 (R. KNIGHI') Are you incorporated? 

c
 
.. . 



(D.W.) No. 

(B.B.) We're out to prarote chili cooks. 

(D.W.) And have fun. 

(B. B.) Have fun. 

(R. I.) ¥hat are your rules men in the advertisarent that we see 
in the Goat Gap and in all fariness to both sides, alot of thEm 
'are advertised as CASI/'IDLBERT roles. Den' t you pretty .IIUch go 
with what we have existing as the CASI rules? 

(D.W) 997.1 

(B.B.) 

(D.W.) 

(B.B.) 

(D.W.) 

(B.B.) 

(D.W.) I SOlIE things in the past where a 12 year old boy from Virginia
i won the State of Virginia cook-off, but he was accanpanied 

by his father, who I s a lawyer. I see no reason why he shwldn' tI cook. Sarre t:h.i.ng happened to Bill Newsan I s son. He won, he 
qualifed for Terl~ and Ray King said he I s not 18 or 19 at that 
tine, and he couldn t cook. TI1at's one exception we I ve made. 

I 
Ie 
I (K.H. ). Those rules that you currently have a copy of
i specifically address age limited. 

I (D. W.) 

~ , 
! 

(K.H.) 

I
•

(D.W.)
! 
I O{. H. ) 

I, (D.W.)i 

(K.H. ) 

(R. 1. ) 

(B.B.) 

There's two exceptions. 

There's two excepticns of the 17.. 

Go ahead Dick, I'm sorry. 

Go ahead. 

Go ahead, Dick. 

I see we went to nineteen to 18 years. There I s been 

Right 

As voted by the Great Peppers. 

Cooks mJSt be 18 years and older. 

And you are going to respcnd to that, 

Right 

Cl<ay 

C1<ay• 

so that I saIl. . 

Let's take a few twre steps down the path. Tolbert, i£ 
you want to call it Tolbert rules, don't require a ranittance of 
SO¢ per cook. And for these cook-offs that are in ootlying 
areas and states that are not able to mJSter enought of thE!D in 
one yar, me Terlingua year, to' acCUlIU1ate 12 points, it was 

.• 



reduced to the 6 point systen. And hu, tore recognize that throughout. 
tbv, if in the State of Texas, the 12 point system is still intact, 
now, if Ken lbvy ~ down and he cooks (switched tapes, lost 
part of the ccnversatiro.) The out of state end of it, because 
the rules restricted quite a few people that lVOUld dearly love to 
~ to Terlingua and try their, put their mark on the Y.'Urld . 
.And, if tore're out prOllDting chili folks, I think we're really 
doing a darm bad job of it if we restrict the roles of letting 
.people not be able to cook. You have to sanetimes m:>ld your
 
rules to accept this, rot as the cook-offs are becoming m:>re
 
frequent in their particular state, then you may rescind it
 
and make then Y.'Urk strictly off of what is apropos to the State
 
of Texas. And that's the ned of my cOIlVersaticn.
 

(J.H.) Ken. 

(K. H. ) These rules are SClIEthing that you guys are going to
 
address to the Great Peppers as a result of this meeting.
 

(B.B.) Yes. 

(K.H. ) That we will get back to. And I hope you don't mind
 
going on because it is 5 o'clock..
 

(B.B.) That's fine. 

(K.H. ) I have one questicn that 1'd really like to have answered
 
before we start t:Iying to wrap up. I've heard the statement
 
there is no charter, there is no group and yet, because of all
 
the hearsay, irmuendos, the nmnrs, the gossip, the bullshit
 
that's gone on for the las t 2 or 3 years, IIDSt of the chili cooks
 
understand that there is a group known as ~T.
 

(D.W.) Forget it. 

(K.H.) What's happened with that? 

(R.S.) It had Y.'Urld in it. We got sued. 

(K.H. ) Are you saying to me that . . . 

(R.S.) That it's no looger in existence. 

(K.H. ) So that's not an entity that we're going to have to try 
to deal with sarewhere daYn the road? 

CD.W.) No, that's already dale. 

<L. BOYD) No, that's gone. 

(B.B.). Let me maybe clear up a little bit right here. Say that 
there's no groups out there, but they just lmnt to, for name's 
sake, call sanething sanething, ~ like Chili Appreciatioo Society 
Intematicnal., acrcnym ~d be CASI or however you want to 
pronounce it. Although it isn I t really attached to Boy form 



of goverullent or organization, be it's just tohat .everybody 
wanted to call it. Now. this is exactly hao7 this a.x::AT business 
got started. Saneone looked at all of the initials across through 
there and that so.mded great, a.o.:r. Well, far sare reason or 
another, sane decided to say, "Hey, this is an organization... 
Well, it wasn't. All it was, was a group that has a title up 
there that has no structure. 

rv.Y.) Was it not incorporated? 

.(B.B. ) No sir, it surely wasn't. 

(D.W.) No. 

rv.Y.) State has	 it en file. 

(D.W.) It was inc£?rporated, but it's not now. 

(B. B.) It's been, I think it was probably for one year, Vann. 
but or so, it's ... 

(D.W.) 8 or 10 m::mths, ~enever we had the lawsuit to drop 
wrld, we dropped it. 

(B.B.) I don't believe. it's not re-instated. 

rv.Y. ) You don't	 pay franchise taxes? 

(D.W.) No. 

(V.Y.) You don't	 pay renewal fee? 

(B. B. ) Pat, correct me, I believe if you don't renew every 
year with the Secretary of State, then it becCIIes an p,active 
corrpany or . . . 

i 
I
 (D.W.) Seven years, isn't it?
 

I	 (P. I. ) 'That is ~orrect, if you don't pay your franchise tax.
 
I 

I
 (B.B.) Ckay, it becomes inactive, okay.
 

(J .R. ) Clcay, let's entertain a couple of questions here... We're 
an our deadline. If you have some questions, please let's getI than out right now. Ken. . 

(K. N. ) Ken Navy,	 Hooch Pod, Cklahana. I think we've got the 
I	 ball rolling. It sounds like it. After these letters and 

issues and everything due to c~ back to Ken and Ken distributes 
them to the Great Peppers and to the pods and everything, wilenI 

I	 can we have another meeting to get down to ••• 

<K.H. ) Terlingua 

<K.N.) Terlingua	 I 

c
 



aCR. ) There is a Great Peppers ~ti.ng scheduled for Terlingua. 

(R.S.) That's really a bad time to try to resolve anything
 
becausewe' re all so busy.
 

(K.N.) Yea, that's true. 

(R.S.) You kncYw, it's just not a good tilm. We tried to do 
it once before and it just didn't 'WOrk out. I didn't \tJaIlt 
Frank Tolbert driving back in the IIDlIrltains after dark. 
.And for sane reason, between Harry Caner and Kasey Kirby, they 
"never got the IIEssage and those gmtlemen stayed in a cafe for 
an hour, two hours, vtlatever. It's just a rosy tirr.e far everybody. 

(K.N. ) Ibn just mentioned, what about the day after? 

(D.W.) I don't knCYN about you, but I'm pretty daImed tired.
 
I'm driving back like en M:mday or 'fuesday.
 

(K.N.) But we're going to have to get together sane-time. 

(J .H.) Ken, just ~ second Vann. 

(D.W. ) Yea, let's pick a weekend sane;yhere. 

(V .Y.) I would suggest that after the Great Peppers rr.eeting, wnich 
hopefully, there will be sane things put together to bring back 
to both groups, that the Great Peppers could designate saneone 
to arrange a m:!eting with the both groups in the very near 
future, near future being in 1985. 

(K.H.) Is it not possible that since we've got the Great Peppers
 
here, we've got this group of directors and this group of
 
representatives, why can we not find a day at this point far
 
enough in advance of everybody's schedule that it would be
 
sceduleable?
 

(B.B.) Have you got a calendar? 

(L. BOYD) " Yea, we need to look at som::thing. 

(V.Y. ) I 'WOUld like to say on behalf" of the board of directors, 
I would like to thank eveIYone who helped get this thing 
together. I salute you. I can assure you if you want one 
Terlingua, keep the people 1IDVi.ng off of dead center, it will 
be done. Thanks again. Thank you for attending. 

(J".R. ) '1hank you Vann. 

CL. BURRISS) I'd like to also make me point. There have been 
quite a few meetings going 00 prior to this ale. And one 
reason that the Great Peppers were not notified as to anything 
that was going al, because at that time, I think we all felt 
we were negotiating, but we didn't have anything to bring back 
to the pbds. We had nothing to report at that time. And 
that's basically • • • ~ 
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CD.w. ) Larry, I'll go back to T~le an: \ole could have made
 
a decision at Temple, but yoo said you ccul.~ 'to Ycu had to
 
consult your Great Peppers.
 

(L.B.) We stated that whm we started. 

(D.W. ) Right, SO if you had had the Great Peppers there, we
 
\VOUld probably had s~thing IIDre resolved than nDW.
 

(L. BURRISS) I just wanted it to be known that Great Peppers
 
,were not notified because there was no decisions made.
 

<D.W.) I think the Great Peppers should be very involved in
 
every meeting.
 

(J.H.) Let me, I've got a slip of paper and I need sare, uh,
 
a little clarification. This is a question regarding the
 
majority of the C.A.S.l. directors, right nCM, new directors.
 
The majority of CASI directors, what is their election status
 
right nc1N? Have they been elected by the Great Peppers, not
 
elected by the Great Peppers, approved by the Great Peppers?
 
\-.bat is exactly the status of the directors and their position
 
right now? Larry?
 

(L. BURRISS) There are 4 that have been elected. There are
 
5 that were original nanbers.
 

(J .H.) Are they on carry-over tenns or lNhat? 

(L. BURRISS) Serving out their terms. And they were not
 
elected orig~lly.
 

(J .H. ) In other ~ds I the weren't running this tilIE. 

(R. Knr;) Except for the new ones. 

(J .H.) Cl<ay, does that answer your questicn? 

(D.W.) Vb 00. 

(J.H.) Jim? 

(J .G.) Space City Pod ~d like to invite Tolbert, Dick, Brown, 
Lan:y, Shockley, to the Great Peppers meeting 'Where we will 
discuss y' ails input. The meeting will probably last an hour 
and you can sit in and listm to ~t's going on and then you 
toron 't have any surprises such as you had today. You will be in on 
the ~eting. Would that be .• ~d the Great Peppers like to 
have them at Terlingua, just to sit in and see ~t kind of input 
arid discussion? 

(L. BURRISS) If they are available, DDW we both . . 
(R.S.) That's another problEm" Jim. 

. " 
(J .H. ) Everybody's going to be junping through hoops at Terlingua, 
I think • •• . 
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(J .G. ) .. • anything but to just sit in and maybe, like hear 
what's going 00, we want to ... or a representative. 

(J .H.) Yea, representative, that was going tb be my next 
question, representative. Ken. 

(K.H.) Contirnring with this idea that there will be s~ 
answers caning back at the Great Peppers meeting frem the 
pods hopefully, that's out intent. Bill has suggested, or the 
representatives of Tolbert, have suggested that at the Terlingua 
meeting of the Great Peppers, which we now have extended an 
invitation to, at least one of. you to attend. At that titre, 
there will be, there will be a date set for web these things will 
be brought back in front of an open group, after the Tolbert 
representatives hadve had a reasonable opportunity to pursue 
the ideas that are being presented at Terlingua. I would hope and 
I would implore all of you to consider the time constraint of 
not mJre than 30 days after that meeting. We emmot go all the 
way to June of next year and then all of a sudden, say we're 
going to have me cook-off. We can't do it. 

(D.W.) Pick a date between after the cook-off and Thanksgiving. 
we'll try to be there. 

(K.H. ) Thanksgiving weekend VJOuld be marvelous. 

(D.W.) Wouldn't it though. I'll be out of town. 

(L. BOYD) No, he said sanetirne between the time we get back and 
before Thanksgiving weekend. You got 2 weekends in there before 
Thanksgi.ving . 

(K.H.) vmat' s the weekend before Thanksgiving? 

(B.B.) !he 15th. 

<D.W.) !he 9th, or 16th is a Saturday. 

(K.H.) Vbl1.d you be receptive to the 16th? Understanding that 
the 6th you're going to hardly be harE? 

(D. W. ) 'Ihat' s right. 

(K.H.) Given 2 weeks to digest what's gone on, vobat' s beeri said, 
what suggestions .•. 

(D.W. ) 16th is fine, I think. 

(K.H.) So the next meeting that we can anticipate will be Noverd:>er
 
16th on, that's a Saturday.
 

(D.W.) And vobere, you know?
 

(K.H.) I think probably. •
 

(J .H. ) Time and date determined later. c 



(K.H.) We coold, we could probably decide that, but since the bulk 
of the group that's represmted here is in the North Texas arec\, 
I lolOUld suggest sanerwhere in. N::>rth Texas, rot that can be refined. 
And I ~ld be delighted to try to ~k as liason to get that. 
to make that happen. 

(J .H. ) L:rrry? 

(L. BURRISS) I hate to bring this up, but there may be a 
.possible conflict with quite a few of us on that particular 
weekend. That specific weekend. 

(71) There is another weekend before Thanksgiving. The 23rd. 

(B.B.) Well, that is Thanksgiving, isn't it? 

(AUDIENCE) NO 

(D.W.) No, the 28th. 

(B.B.) The 28th, oh, okay. 

(D.W.) The 28th is 'Thanksgiving. 

100 MUm OJNVERSATION TO UNDERSTAND 

(K.H. ) Will the 23rd ~rk? 

(B.B.) Sure 

(J.H.) Gentlemen? 

(B.B.) I don't have any problans with it. 

(D.W.) The 23rd is fine with us. 

(J .H. ) Cl<ay, how about yoo.? CASI directors, 23rd okay? 

(CASI DIRECTORS) <l<ay. 

(J .H.) <kay, that having been resolved. All of the issues, 
I	 . particularly the submission of information to the Tolbert 

representatives to the next meeting. The next meeting is going 
to be Great Peppers. 'lhey're going to sul:mit the infonnation 
by (ktober 1st. JArring Terlingua ~end, ~en the Great Peppers 
meet~ they have invited the entire Tolbert representation or a 
represmtative to be with them at Terlingua. 'lhe next formal 
meeting at ~ch time all the. issues are to be addressed that 
have been su1:mi.tted hereto today, will be the date of NO\reuDer 
23rd, sc:mewhere in North Texas. Have we resolved ;my further 
than that? We'll settle that later. Place to get .everybody 
together. The time has just ron away fran us. I think there 
is DmleIltum coming out of this meeting. It is a UDDeI1t:um going 
in cne directicn. I certainly hope taht it continues. I thank all 
of you very mJch for your ccnttibuticn. If I dcn't see 
anybody fonnally before Terlingua, I'll see smebody (Xl the chili 
trail saIBr.'bere. 



en Ul'Nl:l<.::iA.TIU'J GA:'\:ill BE HEARD. 

(J .H. ) Yoo betcha. 

(K.H. ) I'd like to uh, it takes a lot of guts for these guys to 
sit up here and take all the. heat that this program offered the 
potential of. I, personally, in trying to do all of this have 
received nothing but absolute cooperation fan everybody. I 
don't ~t any misconceptic:ns about, about me grrop not being 
receptive to what's happening. But there are sene things that 
these Great Peppers have been charged with. I'd like to clarify 
that. If there's any misconceptions on any part, let's take . 
care of it right now, before we all go <:May and all this informat10I1 
is disseminated. Itan I: Great Peppers, you've got to go 
back to yoor pods with the suggestion that the narre shall be 
''The (whatever ntmlber) Annual Wick FaYler/Frank X. Tolbert 
CASI \obrld O1anpionship" that needs to be voted on by the pods. 
We need that information back. 

(D.W.) Ken, you're real sure about 'WOrld? 

(K.H. ) Yes sir. 

(D.W.) I don't want lawsuits. 

(K.H. ) As long as it does not say "World Championship Qrili Cook-off" 
It can say \o.brld O1.anpionship, but not say chili cook-off. 

(D.W.) Are you going to consult Jim West? I believe I would. 

(K.H. ) Jim West soon, probably will be in town soon. 

(D.W.) Why don't you ask him? 

(K. H.) I think that's possible. At the same tima, Ca.vtoovn 
is represented by a legal entity and we will ?o back to him, but 
that's mere my information came fran. I don t have the 
documentation. I did not present it to him. I could only get 
the input. Item 2: Tolbert representatives are to cane back 
to us, meaning the Great Peppers, by Cktober 1st, regarding 
rules and by-laws with suggested copies, with suggested changes 
which they currently have copies of. Itsn 3: The Great Peppers 
are to actively solicit a vote from their pod en mat site would 
be acceptable. Are we, as· chili cooks, agreeable to going to 
Villa de la Mena? Is that the wishes of the cooks? Can we go 
Behind the Store? Is it going to absolutely mandate for a, for 
a thJi.±d and nBltral site? We have to kncJr..1 that. Item 4: It has 
been agreed that the next meeting, the next total meeting, between 
all of these people will be Novatber 23, 1985. The site is to be 
determined. HcMever, they are invited to have representation at 
the Great Peppers meeing, trbich is the point that their chili 
cooks, the chili cooks will have the :u::>ice to say ~t they've got 
to say. 

(D.W.) Km, what time are you going to have it? 
I 

aCH.) (b NovaIber 23rd or at the Great Peppers meeting? 

.--r-....-~. --_.-
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CD.W• ) At. Te:rlingua . 

(R.K.) 3:00 en Friday is nonnally 

(K.H.) 3:00 ro Friday is the nomal Great Peppers meeting.
 
Is there a problem with that?
 

(D.W.) Well, we have oor spaghetti-off Friday evening. Vllat
 
t~ do we norm:llly have it?
 

. (K.H.) 3:00 

(D.W. ) That might be okay. 

(K.H.) I carmot, I cannot express enwgh appreciation for ,-!.l.l
 
the effort that has been exhibited here today. This ain't
 
easy. It's obivous that it hasn't been easy the last 3
 
years. I think everybody here deserves a hell of a pat on the
 
back.
 

(R. I. ) This vote you want fran the pods about the place and
 
so forth and so on, when do you need that or when are we
 
supposed to get this infomation?
 

(K.H.) That has to be part of the Great Peppers meeting at
 
Terlingua.
 

(R. I. ) At Terlingua, alright. 

(K.H.) We have to have answers. We have to have answers. How
 
can we respond?
 

(R. I. ) That's just what I wanted to know what you're asking. In
 
other words, we're going to have to do it in September or O::tober
 
meetings.
 

(K.H.) Is that insufficient time? 

(R.S.) Can I ask a question? I'm not clear. Will these folks 
have a chance to look at the site over there? Before, are you 
voting before you look at it or not? I 'mmixed up .. 

(J.G.) I think if uh, all the Great Peppers we're representing 
a lot of cook.S that have never been to Terlingua. And we're going 
to have to paint them a very accurate, or as accurate as we 
possibly can and be unbiased in doing so. The pluses and 
m:i.rn.1ses of Villa de 1a Mens, the pluses and minuses of Behind 
the Store and especially the third option of a third cook-off and 
the expense of putting up the gramdworlc and stuff. You're going 
to have to be very fair in doing this to your pod me::tbers and try 
and let them make the decision and not you. Alot of people have 
already been there. 'fry to be a uninfluential as you can, but be 
fair and unbiased in describing both sites. I think that's the 
only way· you could possibly do it. Cause we represmt a lot of 
people that have never been ~ there and they have no idea of 
the lay of the land unless maybe, they've been to Big Bend Naticnal 
Park or scm!~ like that. 



OCR.) Rlat are yaJ suggesting Jim? 

.(J .G.) I'm suggesting that you go to the people in your pod and 
try to describe 7? You might take a poll of how many people. In 
my pod. it's not too hard. difficult. t-bst of our .people have 
been there. fu,t we' re ~etting nB¥ cooks in the pod all the time, 
and lvirich, ~'re,boy we re preud of that. Keep buil~ uanbership 
and you know the chili is going in that state. But you re going 
to have to put it to ycu people, the topography of the ground or 
the layoot of the ground out there. both at Villa de 18 Mena and 
Behind the Store, as you know it. If yoo've never been Behind the 
Store. or if you've never been over at Villa de 18 Mena then you're 
going to be in a little bit of trouble. Maybe y' all try. to be 
as unbiased as you possibly can. 

aCR.) Are you suggesting we postpone the vote on site? 

(J.R.) Well, maybe we vote, might take a poll or something. Say
 
a straw vote maybe, or s~thing like that for the people that
 
have been there.
 

(D.W.) Can I nake a suggestion? 

(K.H. ) Sure Dick. 

(D. W. ) Everybody's invited to cane Behind the Store at Terlingua 
to look at our site. We will send our people aver to look at your 
site, alternative site, or ~tever. I think that's the time to do 
it. 

(J •G. ) Yea. ~t he's saying though, Dick, is that we go back to
 
our pods after this meeting, you know and ask our pods to vote
 
on a potential site. I don't think that . . .
 

(D. W. ) I don' t kn~ haw they can do it if they've not even been
 
there.
 

(K.H.) Could we get a . . . 

(R.S.) We don't even have a toilet. We're putting in our equipnent 
and all that right now. 

(B.B.) ~t I'd like to kn~, is how can they vote on s~thing 

they ain't never SCM? Yw kn~t especially, I don't even, I 
haven't even seen the alternate site, you know. 

(K.H.) Ken 

(K.N.) IX> y'all have a picture or an aerial viB¥ or s~thing 
that can be duplicated in sane ~y? 

(B.B.) I can, I've got a hand sketch that I made last year to put 
the cooks into an order of sane sort. I have duplicated it again 
this year. I can get it into a reproductive fonn. And it can 
be mailed out to all the Great Peppers that are here in this forum 
today. 
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(K.N.) CI<ay. '.Last year I visited both areas and I did take sare 
pictures that l¥OUld help the pods to lmderstand W'hat sites 
we're talking about. 

(K.H.) Can you get those to me by October 1 in duplicate? 

(K.N.) I can get, I've got the negatives. In fact, I've got 
the pictures with me today. If we wanted to sit down and 
maybe you and I or sarething and figure out v.hi.ch pictures ~d 

.be best. I have the negatives and everything that we a;ruld 
get nm off and get them, send them out. 

(J .H.) Bill 

(B. B.) I think I think Ken earlier said that if this
 
thing ran 5:30, we're going to have to be rorming to the
 
door. You also made mention that you had sane suites upstairs.
 
I have with me today, the hand, my eye conception of what we put
 
down there last year and how we laid out and what we propose this
 
year in the car. And the Great Peppers are welccme to look at it.
 
It's an overlay that we show hCM we can set the cooks in. And of
 
ccurse, there are alot of cooks that like to coc:k at their
 
tables and booths and so forth. .And we're wanting input fran
 
them vbere they \YOUl.d like to cook. We're flexible in that area,
 
so that's why I have an overlay. We can redesign this thing any
 
way we need to be able to be flexible and please, anybody that
 
wants to cook Behind the Store for 1985. NCM, if this can
 
be used to detenni.n:what you want to do for 1986, fine and dandy.
 
I can make a permanent reproduceable for anybcxiy here and mail
 
them'allout copies that they need to present to their pod. This
 
size, this size, or this size, it don't make any difference. I
 
can get it for you.
 

(K.H.) I hate to draw this to a close. I'm awfully sorry. 
We've run out of time. There are a couple of drings just in passing. 
Hospitality suite, the roan mmber is 1926. 'lhat' s the ... 

(R. B.) (Cannot hear the conversation) 

(K. H.) 'That I S the only place we've got. 

(R.B.) l-here's our cash bar at? 

(K.H.) 'lhey-re setting it up in . . . I'm sony, look on the 
agenda. Charlie Brown is saying right over here. It's called 
the Irving Roc:m? 'That would be a marve100s place to do it. '1Wo 
things I I d like to cover real, real quick. '!hank you, specators, 
for being as patient and as marvelous as you have. Thank you, 
Joe Holstead, I can't believe the job he's done. Meeting is 
adjourned. 
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